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Abstract
Today's Web is full of structured data, but much of it is transmitted in natural language
text or binary images that are not conducive to further machine processing by the time it
reaches the user's web browser. Consequently, casual users-those without programming
skills-are limited to whatever features that web sites offer. Encountering a few dozens of
addresses of public schools listed in a table on one web site and a few dozens of private
schools on another web site, a casual user would have to painstakingly copy and paste
each and every address into an online map service, copy and paste the schools' names, to
get a unified view of where the schools are relative to her home. Any more sophisticated
operations on data encountered on the Web-such as re-plotting the results of a scientific
experiment found online just because the user wants to test a different theory-would be
tremendously difficult.
Conversely, to publish structured data to the Web, a casual user settles for static data
files or HTML pages that offer none of the features provided by commercial sites such as
searching, filtering, maps, timelines, etc., or even as basic a feature as sorting. To offer a rich
experience on her site, the casual user must single-handedly build a three-tier web applica-
tion that normally takes a team of engineers several months.
This thesis explores user interfaces for casual users-those without programming
skills-to extract and reuse data from today's Web as well as publish data into the Web in
richly browsable and reusable form. By assuming that casual users most often deal with
small and simple data sets, declarative syntaxes and direct manipulation techniques can be
supported for tasks previously done only with programming in experts' tools.
User studies indicated that tools built with such declarative syntaxes and direct ma-
nipulation techniques could be used by casual users. Moreover, the data publishing tool
built from this research has been used by actual users on the Web for many purposes, from
presenting educational materials in classroom to listing products for very small businesses.
Thesis Supervisors: David R. Karger and Robert C. Miller
Titles: Professors of Computer Science and Engineering
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1. INTRODUCTION
When we encounter data on the Web, most of the time it can only be read on the
original page, at the original site, and in its original form. For example, if a few
dozen names and addresses are found in a list on a web page, then it is very difficult
to plot these addresses all on a map (to visually compare their relative distances to
some location) or even just to store their contact information into one's address
book. The publisher of that site has decided to present the names and addresses in
a list and there is nothing the site's users can do to use that data differently without
incurring a great deal of time and effort.
Similarly, it is difficult to publish data to the Web beyond making the data ac-
cessible as a spreadsheet or a text file, or encoding the data in hand-written HTML
that offers no advanced browsing features or rich visualizations. Consider the
home-made site in Figure 1.1 that show breakfast cereal characters. The publisher
of that site, Topher, has organized the characters by brand. If Topher decided to
let his users browse the characters by year of introduction to market-a reasonable
choice, then he would have to completely reorganize his web site. In contrast, the
commercial site in the same figure offers several ways of browsing for cameras, and
in order to offer more ways, the site can just formulate more queries to its existing
database. To catch up with commercial sites, Topher would have to acquire many
skills: setting up a database, designing a data schema, designing the user interface,
implementing the user interface, implementing the application logic, and testing
the resulting three-tier web application on many browsers.
My thesis demonstrates that tools can be built to let casual users-those with-
out programming skills-interact with today's Web in more data-centric ways, to
effortlessly retrieve and reuse data from the Web as well as publish data into the
Web in a browsable and reusable form. These tools can be built and used today
without needing the Web to become more data-centric first by itself.
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Figure 1.1. Using just HTML, a small publisher cannot match the advanced
browsing features and rich visualizations offered by commercial and institutional
sites, or compete with the flexibility and speed at which such features can be
implemented by those sites.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 The Case for Data-Centric
Interactions
Being able to reuse data on the Web creates new opportunities:
- The same data can show different insights when it is presented differently.
Plotting the US presidents on a time line color-coded by their political parties shows
the interleaving pattern of Democrats and Republicans coming into power, where-
as plotting the presidents on a map by their birth places reveals that all except one
were born in eastern United States. Listing the presidents in a table sorted by their
surnames highlights two Adams and two Bushes. If a web site provides only one
of these presentations and no means to retrieve and reuse its data so that it can be
visualized differently, its audience has been denied some of these insights.
- Several sources of data can provide more insights when combined than they
can individually. Plotting wars, economic performance, artistic movements, scien-
tific discoveries, etc., alongside the presidents' terms on a time line can reveal each
president's and each political party's effects on the country. Plotting cholera cases
and water pumps on the same map did bring insight toJohn Snow, suggesting obvi-
ous actions that would stop the cholera epidemic in London in 1854 [72]. As long
as it remains hard to combine data from several sources, such insights can easily
be missed.
- One important source of data is a user's own information. Seeing several po-
tential houses to buy on a map is useful, but seeing on that same map where one's
friends and relatives live and where one's workplace is located can be even more
useful in making a house purchasing decision. As often a user's own information is
private and cannot be made known to any web site, the data on web sites (which
the user is already allowed to see) must leave those sites and come to the user's com-
puter where it can be combined with the user's own information.
These opportunities make the case for getting data on the Web into a form
conducive to reuse for casual users' benefits. Once reusing data is just as easy as us-
ing data, there will not be a need to distinguish the two cases. In that future, casual
users will always have at hand whatever functionality is appropriate to apply on
whatever data encountered wherever on the Web. Such an experience with the
Web can be said to be more data-centric than text-centric.
Not only should casual users be able to easily reuse data from the Web, they
should also be able to easily publish data into the Web in ways that satisfy their
publishing requirements. For example, if a casual user with no programming ex-
perience has gathered all the data about her genealogy and wishes to share that
data for her living relatives' enjoyment, she should be able to publish a web site
presenting that data. If her family is dispersed geographically, a map would be
an appropriate visualization. A timeline can superimpose the lives of her ances-
tors against a historical backdrop with certain events that she deems important.
A thumbnail view shows everyone's portrait together and highlights facial feature
resemblance. Grouping or filtering by artistic abilities might reveal which side of
19
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her family is more artistic than the other. If many of her kindred have had military
careers, browsing and sorting by their military ranks and plotting the military bases
where they have served might appeal to her. How the data is displayed and browsed
should be left entirely to her-the data owner's-discretion. Just as she can struc-
ture and lay out a text document however she wishes using HTML, she should also be
able to present her data however she likes.
But that is easier said than done. Even to support as basic a feature as sorting a
few hundred people by name immediately requires database setup, schema design,
and server-side programming-skills that a casual user does not possess and would
take years to acquire. Whereas it was easy to become a first-class citizen of the early
Web by authoring HTML in a text editor, it is no longer easy on today's Web to pos-
sess the same publishing power as large companies who have teams of engineers
dedicated to building three-tier web applications.
That it is difficult to publish data into the Web and reuse data from the Web is
not surprising. The Web was designed for publishing hypertext-text-rather than
data. Web standards (HTML) were specified for publishing text, and web browsers
were built for viewing text. Thus we find the majority of web content to be text
documents written in natural human languages, unfavorable to data-centric inter-
actions.
This text-centric Web is showing its limits as the demand for data-centric inter-
actions rises. In response, the Semantic Web project [31, 42] holds out the vision
of a future Web wherein most if not all data encountered on the Web is described
in a standard data model and data-centric interactions can be easily supported.
Getting the Web to such a state is a grand challenge, and the slow adoption of
semantic web technologies keeps that vision elusive even after a decade of the ef-
fort's existence.
In this thesis, I demonstrate that existing tools designed for experts to publish
data to the Web and extract and reuse data from the Web can be adapted for casual
users by taking into consideration the casual users' needs and abilities. These tools
allow them to interact with today's Web in data-centric ways without having to wait
for the coming of the Semantic Web.
20
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1.2 Approach
My research approach to providing data-centric interactions on today's Web to ca-
sual users-those without programming skills-can be divided into three aspects:
- publishing data into the text-centric Web and providing data-centric features
on that data;
" extracting data from the text-centric Web so that missing data-centric fea-
tures can be applied; and
- integrating data from several sources to gain value that no single source alone
can offer.
1.2.1 Assumptions and Limitations
To scope the research in these three aspects, I have made two assumptions:
Casual users most often deal with small data sets, each containing at most about a thousand
records. That is, when a casual user publishes data to the Web, her data most prob-
ably consists of no more than a thousand records. When she extracts data from
existing web sites, she only extracts from similarly limited data sets. And when she
combines data from several sources, she only combines a few sources and each
source contains a small data set to begin with. This size limit does not tremendously
reduce the benefits of data-centric interactions. For instance, finding the winner
in a race among as few as 20 runners is most efficiently and effortlessly done by
sorting them by their timings rather than visually scanning over a list of unordered
timings. We can also look to the fact that commercial spreadsheet programs have
kept their limit of 65,536 rows for over two decades as evidence that up to some
size, scale is not relevant to casual users.
- Casual users most often deal with simple data made up of records consisting of property/
value pairs and binary relationships rather than complex class hierarchies with n-ary relationships.
The popularity of commercial spreadsheet programs is evidence that simple tabu-
lar data models can carry the usefulness of data-centric interactions a long way for
casual users. For instance, being able to align the "home address" field in one table
of records with the "residential address" field in another table of records is already
useful, such as for plotting all records together on a single map.
In making these assumptions, I have clearly imposed some limitations on my
research results. My research contributions may not immediately apply on large,
complex data sets, which I argue are rarely encountered by casual users.
21
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1.2.2 Publishing Data
A typical web application consists of three layers: data, presentation, and applica-
tion logic that connects them. This separation of data from presentation has two
advantages.
- First, it allows mixing and matching data with presentation. The same pre-
sentation template can be applied to many different data records, making the pro-
cess of presenting data very efficient. The same data can be shown in different
presentations-say, as a list in one case and on a map in another, increasing the
richness of the user interface.
- Second, the separation of data from presentation makes it easier to build
tools specialized for dealing with either data or presentation rather than both at
once. Databases and query languages are designed for manipulating data en-masse
while WYSIWYG editors and templating languages are tailored toward specifying
visual layouts and styles. It would be much harder to design a piece of software and
a standard for manipulating both data and presentation together.
This principle of separating data from presentation has been built into tools
and frameworks designed for large publishers-online retailers and institutions-
who were the first to run into the need for publishing large data sets and offering
advanced features. Built to meet the needs of these large publishers, such as to ac-
commodate complex site structures, to allow for heavily customized looks and feels,
and to handle secured online transactions, these technologies are far too complex
for casual users to adopt. However, the benefits of separating data from presenta-
tion embodied in these technologies are applicable to casual users. Unfortunately,
such users have so far only been offered HTML as the generic web publishing tech-
nology, and in HTML, data and presentation are mixed together.
To let casual users benefit from the separation of data from presentation, the
costs of authoring data, authoring presentation, and connecting them up must be
lowered.
The cost of authoring presentation can be lowered in two ways by assuming
that the presentation needs of casual users are not so complex:
- First, a variety of common features such as sorting, grouping, searching, fil-
tering, map visualization, timeline visualization, etc. can be provided out-of-the-
box so that the user does not need to re-implement them herself (As her presenta-
tion needs get more sophisticated, she can plug in more and more third parties'
extensions.)
- Second, customization to the presentation can be specified in an HTML-
based syntax right inside the HTML code used to layout the web page. This is so
that the publisher can work on every part of the page's presentation inside a single
file in a single syntax. (As the publisher's needs to customize the presentation get
more sophisticated, the HTML-based syntax will no longer satisfy her.)
22
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The cost of authoring data can be lowered in two ways by assuming that casual
users publish only small data sets:
- First, if a publisher is already editing her data in some particular format and
some particular editor convenient to her, she should not need to load that data into
a database and then maintain the data through the unfamiliar and inconvenient
user interface of the database. She should be able to keep managing her data how-
ever she likes, and the data only gets loaded into the database when it needs to be
rendered. This is realizable if the data is small and loading it into the database is
quick. (As the data gets larger, there is a point when the data should already be
loaded into a database to ensure a responsive web site.)
- Second, data schemas can be made optional if their benefits do not justify
their costs. While schemas are advantageous on large data sets for database opti-
mizations and for managing data at a higher level of abstraction, their benefits on
small data sets are much less apparent. (As the data gets larger or more complex,
there is a point when schema abstractions benefit both the publisher as well as the
publishing engine.)
Finally, all the costs of setting up software (database, web server, and appli-
cation server) can be eliminated if the software is packaged as a Web API to be
included into a web page on-the-fly. Such a Web API can also easily allow for exten-
sions, which accommodate the increasing sophistication in a casual user's publish-
ing needs.
I have built a lightweight publishing framework called Exhibit based on these
ideas. To publish an exhibit-a web page powered by Exhibit-a publisher uses any
text editor to lay out her web page in an HTML file (Figure 1.2) and to enter her
data into one or more JSON files (Figure 1.3). The end result is a richly interactive
web page such as the one shown in Figure 1.4. If the publisher already has data in
some other format, then she can continue to maintain it in that format. Currently,
Exhibit can import Bibtex, Excel files, live Google Spreadsheets feeds, RDF/XML,
and N3.
When a casual user publishes to the Web using Exhibit, she herself benefits
from the separation of data from presentation. Moreover, anyone who visits her
web site can easily extract her data for reuse because her data is already in struc-
tured form and as publicly accessible as her HTML code. Exhibit kills two birds
with one stone: addressing the data publishing need as well as making available in
reusable form data that would otherwise be encoded in text-centric HTML.
23
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<html>
<head>
<title>Presidents</title>
Oce or more inks to data
<link type="application/json" rel="exhibit/data" href="presidents.json" />
<script src="http://static.simile.mit.edu/exhibit/api-2.0/exhibit-api.js"></script>
<script src="http://static.simile.mit.edu/exhibit/extensions-2.0/
map/map-extension. js?gmapkey=. . . "></script>
</head>
<body>
<div ex:role="lens" ex:itemTypes="President">
<img ex:src-content=".imageURL" style="float: left;" />
<a ex:href-content=".url"><span ex:content=".label" /></a>
<div>
Birth: <span ex:content=".birth"></span>,
<span ex:content=" .birthPlace"></span>
</div>
<div ex:if-exists=".death">
Death: <span ex:content=".death"></span>,
<span ex: content=".deathPlace"></span>
</div>
</div>
<table width="100%">
<tr valign="top">
Exhibit API and extensions
!ens template specifying
how to render each
president
text search and filters (facets)
<td width="25%">
<div ex:role="facet" ex:facetClass="TextSearch"></div>
<div ex:role="facet" ex:expression=".religion" ex:label="Religions"></div>
</td>
<td ex :role="viewPanel ">
<div ex:role="view"
ex:viewClass="Map"
ex:label="Birth Places"
ex: latlng=" .birthLatLng"
ex:icon=" .imageURL"
ex: iconScale="0 .7"
ex: shapeWidth="60"
ex:shapeHeight="60">
</div>
</td>
</tr>
</table>
</body>
</html>
view whose settings
are configured in
HTML-based syntax
Figure 1.2. An HTML-based syntax is used for configuring the user interface of
an Exhibit-powered web page.
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"items": I
f "label": "George Washington",
"type": "President",
"birth": "1732-02-22",
"birthPlace": "Westmoreland Country, Virginia, USA",
},
// ... more presidents
"properties": {
"birth": { "valueType": "date" },
// ... more properties
"types":
"President": { "pluralLabel": "Presidents" },
// ... more types
Figure 1.3. Exhibit provides by default a simple JSON syntax for specifying data,
but it has an extensible importer architecture for importing other formats includ-
ing Excel, Bibtex, RDF/XML, N3, and live Google Spreadsheet feeds.
@0SIMI0 1 Exhibt I Pesidens (select Birth Pflaces vew
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Search
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Figure 1.4. A web page powered by Exhibit provides text search and filtering
features as well as rich visualizations such as maps and timelines.
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1.2.3 Extracting Data
Just like conventional publishing technologies, conventional web data extraction
technologies are unsuitable for casual users as they also have been designed for
large data sets and complex use cases. If a casual user encounters a few dozen
street addresses on a site that offers no map feature, she will not spend much effort
to learn these advanced technologies to scrape the data and then build a "Web 2.0
mash-up" site just to map those few dozen addresses.
Web data extraction has been mostly employed by web sites that scrape other
web sites for data, aggregate the data, and then offer new services on that data.
It makes sense that the scraping be tailored to each source web site to ensure the
quality of the result, and that the scraping then be automated to keep the data up-
to-date in an efficient manner. As the data is offered again in completely new web
sites, there is no need to retain the presentation elements of the original sites.
Although casual users also make use of web data extraction technologies for
repurposing data on the Web, their requirements differ from those of large data
aggregation sites. The typical task of, say, an online flight reservation site is to ac-
cumulate as complete and up-to-date as possible flight information from several
airlines, amounting to thousands of records. In contrast, a casual user might just
want to pull out street addresses of a few dozen of private schools from their school
board web site, plot them on a map, make a one-time printout, and not bother to
update the map ever again. That is, the user deals with a lot less data, cares only
for a few fields (e.g., street address) rather than all fields, and does not need to keep
the extracted data up-to-date since she only needs the printout once. Thus, casual
users might put less demand on web data extraction algorithms with respect to scal-
ability, accuracy, and automation.
In other aspects, however, casual users might have more demands than large
sites. Skills and resources that a data aggregation site has at hand to repurpose
scraped data into a new three-tier web application are not available to casual users:
no casual user can be expected to set up, design, and maintain a database, to design
and implement a rich user interface, and to connect them with application logic,
especially just to plot afew dozen street addresses on a map. Thus, web data extraction tools
built for casual users must offer as complete an experience as possible. Instead of
simply returning raw data, they must behave like web applications themselves, of-
fering appropriate presentations and features that casual users need to accomplish
their tasks. That is, it is more about adding in missing features rather than taking
out data.
To offer a complete web application-like experience over extracted data, all
three layers of a typical web application must be automated as much as possible.
- First, the user interface can be "designed" with zero user intervention just by
reusing as much as possible the presentation elements already in the original web
site. In particular, when a data record is extracted from a part of an original web
page, that fragment of the web page is also extracted so that in order to show that
data record later on, we can simply show the fragment again. The rest of the web
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page, which does not contain data to extract, can also be kept as-is so to preserve
the original visual context. This is novel since existing web data extraction algo-
rithms throw away original presentation elements (because they are not needed for
the purposes of large data aggregation sites).
- Second, in the application logic layer, some set of commonly needed features
such as sorting and filtering can be provided out-of-the-box so that there is no need
for a casual user to implement them.
- Finally, the extracted data can be loaded immediately into a database with-
out any user intervention if the extracted data can be used as-is without further
processing by the other layers. The biggest roadblock to using the extracted data
as-is seems to be the need to label fields because field labels are used in convention-
al user interfaces to provide affordance for features like sorting and filtering (e.g.,
"sort by publication date"). Unfortunately, field labels can be hard to recover from
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Figure 1.5. By keeping presentation elements from the original web site, Sifter
can apply direct manipulation techniques on the extracted data fields to support
sorting and filtering without requiring the user to label the fields.
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web pages. For example, in Figure 1.5, nowhere on the web page says that "Mar 7,
2006" is the "publication date" of "False Impression." However, direct manipula-
tion techniques can be applied to avoid the need for field labels altogether. If the
user can interact directly with the text "Mar 7, 2006" to invoke sorting and filtering
operations, it does not matter if "Mar 7, 2006" is the publication date of the book
or the birth date of the author. It isjust a date field and it can be sorted and filtered
mechanically without any regard for its actual semantics.
I have built these ideas into a browser extension called Sifter (Figure 1.5) that
can augment a web site in-place with filtering and sorting functionality while requir-
ing from the user as few as two clicks. The added features work inside the site's own
pages, preserving the site's presentational style, as if the site itself has implemented
the features.
1.2.4 Integrating Data
Data integration tools have also been built for a different audience than casual us-
ers. For a typical conventional data integration task, such as merging huge databas-
es of two institutional libraries together to serve the combined data through a new
web site, several experts and programmers are involved to handle different aspects
of the task, including aligning the schemas, cleaning up the data, and then build-
ing the web site. Each tool employed is specialized for one stage of the process and
designed to handle large, complex data sets. In contrast, a casual user might just
want to merge two lists of a few dozens of addresses from two web sites together to
plot them on a common map. There is much less data and the data is much simpler.
Power tools used by experts are too advanced for casual users.
Whereas a team of experts and programmers can work most efficiently by di-
viding a data integration task into stages and letting each team member specialize
on one stage, each casual user only has herself to deal with her own data integra-
tion task. She needs not a set of highly specialized tools like those for experts but a
single tool that lets her work on the whole task. Furthermore, unlike experts expe-
rienced in dividing a clearly defined task cleanly into stages, the casual user might
have to deal with different aspects of the task in an interleaving manner, switching
from cleaning up data to constructing presentation and back again, as she gains
more and more understanding of what she needs, of what the data is like, and of
how to handle the task.
Compared to experts, casual users lack both data modeling skills and program-
ming skills. However, for small, simple data sets, neither skill set may be crucial.
First, when the data set is small, schemas-useful for efficiently reasoning about
a massive quantity of data in the abstract-are not as useful and can introduce
overhead cognitive costs. Instead of having to learn about theoretical concepts like
schemas, casual users can manipulate data instances directly. Second, instead of
using programming to process data, casual users can just use direct manipulation
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techniques. For example, two fields can be aligned by dragging and dropping one
onto the other.
I have demonstrated these ideas in a tool called Potluck that lets casual users
pool together data from several sources, supports drag and drop for merging fields,
integrates and extends the faceted browsing paradigm for focusing on subsets of
data to align (Figure 1.6), and applies simultaneous editing [59] for cleaning up
data syntactically (Figure 1.7). Potluck also lets the user construct rich visualizations
of data in-place as the user aligns and cleans up the data. This iterative process of
integrating the data while constructing useful visualizations is desirable when the
user is unfamiliar with the data at the beginning'-a common case-and wishes
to get immediate value out of the data without having to spend the overhead of
completely and perfectly integrating the data first.
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Figure 1.6. Potluck supports drag and drop for merging fields and construct-
ing visualizations. Faceted browsing is available at the same time to help the user
isolate subsets of interest or subsets that need further cleaning or alignment.
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Figure 1.7. Potluck applies the simultaneous editing technique to let the user
clean up data syntactically in an efficient manner.
1.3 Implications for
Semantic Web Research
In many ways my thesis aligns with the goal of the Semantic Web project [31, 42]:
both aim for a data-centric Web. The philosophies in my research approaches can
bring insights to the Semantic Web research community:
Before making data meaningful to machines, make it meaningid to people. In its early
days, the Semantic Web research community focused most of its efforts on issues in
data modeling, artificial intelligence and agent automation, neglecting to build user
interfaces for humans to use semantic web data. Even today, the latest semantic
web browsers show raw URIs that make no sense to casual users. In contrast, my
research starts out by examining the needs and characteristics of casual users so to
build data-centric interfaces that make sense to them.
- In addition to building a data-centric Wb that benefits humanity decades into thefuture,
build data-centric technologies that benefit some individuals right now. Addressing real needs
of people tight now motivates the creation of that future data-centric Web and
helps identify real needs in that future. If nothing else, this strategy allocates re-
sources to research on data-centric user interfaces, which are severely lacking in
Semantic Web research.
- Before making data reusable, make it useful. Whereas the Semantic Web research-
ers encourage people to publish data for the sake of future reuse by other people,
my Exhibit framework encourages people to publish data just because publishing
data separate from presentation makes the publishing process efficient and the re-
sults richly interactive. Immediate, concrete, personal usefulness drives adoption
more than prospective, uncertain benefits to someone else.
- While focusing on data, don't forget presentation. Exhibit uses rich presentation
(map, timeline, etc.) as the motivation for publishing data. Sifter keeps existing
presentation elements from original web pages to preserve visual context as well as
support direct manipulation on the scraped data, saving casual users from labeling
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fields. Potluck lets casual users use the presentation they are constructing to guide
their data integration process: if the aligned data "looks right" in the user interface,
it should be right in the data model.
- Even while aimingfor semantics, take care of syntax. Exhibit's HTML-based presen-
tation configuration syntax and its ability to import many data formats lower the
barrier to its adoption. Sifter's ability to recognize dates and numbers makes its
sorting and filtering features more useful. Potluck's simultaneous editing feature lets
casual users efficiently fix up data syntactically.
1.4 Contributions
My thesis statement is:
Data-centric interactions with today's Web are useful to and feasible for
casual users, and usable tools can be built to support such interactions by
gearing for small, simple data sets and common casual needs.
This thesis makes the following contributions:
- First, this thesis combines a simple graph-based data model with simple
extensions of the HTML syntax in order to let casual users-those without
programming skills-publish web pages offering advanced browsing features
and rich visualizations.
- Second, this thesis shows that the cost of using web data extraction technolo-
gies can be lowered for casual users by retaining presentation elements from
the original web pages. These elements preserve visual context and visual
semantics so that direct manipulation techniques can be applied to augment
the original pages with more features without requiring users to label fields
in the extracted data.
- Third, this thesis proposes that for simple data sets, direct manipulation tech-
niques can be used to let casual users integrate data and construct rich visu-
alizations from it without any need for programming.
* Finally, by letting casual users publish data to the Web in browsable form,
extract and reuse data from the Web, and integrate data from several sources
without any need for programming, this thesis demonstrates that data-cen-
tric interactions can be offered to casual users on today's Web without having
to wait for a semantic web.
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1.5 Thesis Outline
Following this introduction, chapter 2 surveys related work. Then, the main body
of this dissertation delves into the three areas identified in the approach:
* Chapter 3 details the experiences of using Exhibit to publish as well as using
Exhibit's features on Exhibit-based sites. The chapter also outlines Exhibit's archi-
tecture and analyzes its actual use.
- Chapter 4 describes how Sifter delivers web data extraction technologies
into the hands of users with no programming experience. Sifter was tested on real
web sites and real users, and the results indicated that people could use Sifter to
augment existing web sites and then perform sophisticated queries and high-level
analyses on sizable data collections.
- Chapter 5 motivates Potluck with a data integration scenario and then ex-
plains how Potluck's user interface design meets the needs in that scenario. The
chapter also details Potluck's implementation as well as reports the results of a user
study that identified usability successes and problems.
Finally, chapter 6 reviews the contributions of this dissertation and outlines
future directions for this research.
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In every part of my research, browsing is a feature advocated to be useful to casual
users. Browsing is thus factored out and discussed first as a topic by itself. Following
this topic, three sections discuss work related to the three core components of the
thesis: publishing data, extracting data, and integrating data. Finally, this chapter
ends with a section on previous approaches to building a data-centric browser.
2.1 User Interfaces for Browsing
To allow users to browse through a data corpus, traditionally the data is organized
into a hierarchy of some forms and then links are shown for drilling down the hi-
erarchy. Such hierarchies were called "directories" on portal sites such as Yahoo! in
the early days of the Web.
Faceted browsing was pioneered by R.B. Allen [39] in 1995 for browsing docu-
ment collections that fall into several orthogonal sets of categories-or facets--
which do not naturally fit together to form a single hierarchy. For example, data
on schools can exhibit several facets: locations of the schools, subjects in which the
schools excel, sport team performance, special facilities, etc. Although most parents
looking for schools for their children probably start by filtering the schools by loca-
tion, a parent with a child gifted in Math probably wants to filter the schools by
subject instead; and a parent with a physically disabled child probably thinks first
about special facilities. Picking any one hierarchy will make it unnatural and inef-
ficient for some of the users to browse the data. In the faceted browsing paradigm,
all sets of categories-all facets-are offered simultaneously so that each user can
start filtering on any facet and continue to filter by any other facet subsequently.
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In effect, faceted browsing lets each user build her own hierarchy on the fly as she
picks which facet to filter by at each step of her browsing process. Faceted browsing
has been adopted in many online shopping sites because different users have differ-
ent criteria for choosing products.
Faceted browsing was subsequently adopted for browsing data collections on
web sites by J. English, M. Hearst, R. Sinha, K. Swearinen, and K.P. Yee in an
unpublished manuscript in 2002 [47].
Faceted browsing is even more useful in tools intended for browsing arbitrary
structured data, as there is no way to create a organization hierarchy for that data
beforehand. This is why many generic semantic web browsers adopt faceted brows-
ing [53, 60, 64, 68].
All faceted browsing interfaces that I am aware of display preview counts next
to each choice in each facet. This is not novel in faceted browsing but a contri-
bution brought over from query preview interfaces [61]. These counts give users
information about the result set of each choice before the choice is clicked, saving
users from going down any obviously wrong path and having to back up. These
counts in each facet also serve to summarize the data by showing the distribution
of the data values in that facet.
My work extends the faceted browsing paradigm in a few ways. Sifter offers
faceted browsing without field labels and shows that it is workable. Potluck tailors
for data cleaning and integrating tasks by adding to each facet a way to filter down
to records that are missing data for that facet. Exhibit lets casual users create fac-
eted browsing interfaces by themselves.
2.2 Publishing Data
This section surveys the technologies for and research on data publishing from
several perspectives. First, the purposes of using data technologies in the publish-
ing process are discussed: data can make the publishing process more efficient and
the outcomes better, or data itself is the outcome that, for instance, serves policies
of open data access and visions of data interoperability. Understanding what a
data publishing technology is designed to do helps assess its effectiveness. Second,
data publishing technologies and research tools are analyzed by three criteria: the
flexibility they afford publishers to model data, the flexibility they allow publishers
to specify presentations, and the efforts required of publishers. The section then
concludes with the discussion of previous work related to specific components of
Exhibit, specifically its client-side database, its expression language, and its lens
templating facility.
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2.2.1 Rationales for Using Data Technologies
in Publishing
People are either motivated to use data technologies in publishing because those
technologies make the publishing process itself better in some ways, such as more
efficient, or because those technologies produce data useful for some other pur-
poses.
2.2.1.1 Direct Benefits
By the principle of separation of concerns, database technologies, complemented
with server-side templating technologies such as ASP, PHP, andJSP, let online retail-
ers and institutional publishers publish large quantities of information efficiently
and offer data-centric features on their web sites. Database technologies are cru-
cial for implementing data-centric features such as sorting, searching, and filtering.
Templating technologies let the presentation of a whole web site be made coherent
easily and quickly. Recently, client-side templating technologies-XML together
with XSLT, JSON [13] together with mjt [18] and the like-are also used toward
the same goal. Data technologies are used in this common case as a means to make
the publishing process efficient and the outcomes visibly better. The motivation
is economic and well understood. Exhibit serves the same motivation but targets
casual users instead of large publishers, leading to different design criteria, such as
trading off scalability for ease of use.
2.2.1.2 Indirect Benefits
Another goal for using data technologies is to enable prospective uses of and ben-
efits from one's own data. In certain cases the prospective use is well understood:
RSS enables news articles and blog posts to be aggregated by topics to meet the
tastes of individual users. For another example, Mangrove [58] is a project that
aims to aggregate RDF annotations on web pages published by individuals within
a department to automatically construct departmental directories and calendars.
(RDFa [27] and eRDF [25] are also syntaxes for embedding RDF within web pages.)
Recently, microformats [17] are recommended for marking up semantic tidbits
within web pages so that microformat-aware browsers can provide additional fea-
tures on those tidbits, such as a contextual menu command for dialing phone num-
bers.
In other cases, prospective uses are more experimental: recently, many web
sites expose web APIs for users and third parties to explore potential mash-ups for
their data and services. Microformats could also be said to support experimental
prospective uses because until they are widely adopted, their actual use is still to
be determined. RDFa and eRDF, advocated to serve the same purpose as micro-
formats, are similarly experimental. In fact, being more general than microformats
and more cumbersome to write, the usefulness of RDFa and eRDF over microfor-
mats is still a debate.
In the rest of the cases, prospective uses for published data are highly specula-
tive: the Semantic Web project [31] and related efforts, such as the Linked Data
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best practice [14], advocate publishing of interlinked semantic web data to enable
unexpected reuse, explaining that "it is the unexpected reuse of information which
is the value added by the web" [14]. While I do believe in the value of information
reuse, I doubt that many individuals can be easily persuaded to labor altruistically
for unpredictable future benefits to humanity. Thus, prospect for information reuse
cannot itself be an advocacy but must be a side effect of some other concrete and
near-term benefits. Failing that, the publishing of data must be enforced by policies
of some governing bodies, as is the case with the PubMed service offered by the
United States National Library of Medicine [24]. Still, publishing data for no par-
ticular use is challenging as there can be no practical criterion by which the quality
of the data and of the publishing process can be judged.
2.2.2 Flexibility of Data Modeling and Presentation
Data publishing technologies can be compared along two orthogonal dimensions:
flexibility of data modeling and flexibility of presentation. The former is a spec-
trum ranging from rigid schemas that cannot be changed to general data models
that can fit any information. The latter ranges from predetermined layouts and
styles to completely customizable presentations. Figure 2.1 lays out this space and
frames the discussion that follows.
2.2.2.1 Domain Specifc Approaches
Rigid schemas are often enforced by domain-specific applications and web ser-
vices. For example, web photo album generating tools and hosting services such
as Gallery [9] and Flickr do not allow any field beyond the typical EXIF headers,
date/time, title, description, tags, and geographical coordinates. If a chef wants a
schema to record the main ingredients and cuisines in the photos of her dishes, she
cannot extend Gallery's and Flickr's schemas properly but would have to coerce
the generic tagging mechanism for that purpose. However, the two fields "main
ingredient" and "cuisine" will be mixed together, with "Pork" and "Portuguese"
next to each other if the tags are sorted alphabetically by default.
Their lack of data-modeling flexibility aside, domain-specific tools do often of-
fer well-designed presentations suitable for their domains. Built on fixed schemas,
it can also be easy for them to provide a theming framework for third parties to
customize their look and feel. Theming might involve anywhere from overriding
CSS styles to editing HTML layouts to server-side programming.
2.2.2.2 Domain Generic Approaches
Domain-generic applications and services are built to support arbitrary schemas
from the ground up. Online spreadsheet services, such as DabbleDB [5], EditGrid
[21], and Google Spreadsheets, work just like desktop spreadsheet applications and
can hold any sort of data. As a one-size-fits-all online database service, Google
Base [10] holds topics ranging from local events to weight loss programs. Simi-
larly, Freebase [8] strives to be "a global knowledge base: a structured, searchable,
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Figure 2.1. Flexibility of presentation and data modeling as well as the efforts
required to adopt and use (circle size) for various publishing frameworks.
writeable and editable database built by a community of contributors, and open to
everyone," which means that it has to hold data on any topic.
Domain-generic data modeling standards, specifically RDF [28] which is de-
signed for the Web, also strive to allow for arbitrary data models. The Semantic
MediaWiki extension [73] described previously is built on RDF and can thus power
wikis containing data on any topic. Various RDF-based browsers, such as mSpace
[64], /facet [53], and Longwell [15], provide advanced browsing and visualization
features on arbitrary data, albeit in generic ways. (Hildebrand [30] provides a sur-
vey of many existing RDF-based browsers.)
The flexibility in data modeling is often correlated with generic user inter-
faces: Freebase, Google Base, Semantic MediaWiki extension, online spreadsheet
services, and most RDF-based tools present their data in generic property/value
tables that are not optimized visually per domain. For example, when displaying
the information on a paper, it is sufficient and conventional to show:
Huynh, D., Miller, R., and Karger, D. Exhibit: Lightweight Structured
Data Publishing. WWW 2007.
but domain-generic tools would instead display:
type: Paper
title: Exhibit: Lightweight Structured Data Publishing
author:
type: List
element 1:
type: Person
title: Huynh, D.
element 2:
type: Person
title: Miller, R.
element 3:
type: Person
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title: Karger, D.
venue:
type: Conference
title: WWW
year: 2007
The result is at best a waste of space and at worst a cognitive load on the reader
to visually parse unnecessarily spaced out and redundant information. Such pre-
sentations are often a concession that frameworks to support specifying custom
presentations on domain-generic information are hard to design and implement. If
customization is allowed, it often requires programming rather than WYSIWYG ed-
iting, such as in the use of Fresnel [44] in the Longwell RDF browser [15]. Fresnel is
a vocabulary for displaying RDF, and specifying presentations of RDF using Fresnel
involves coding in some RDF syntax such as N3. My Exhibit framework also re-
quires coding and its differences with the other frameworks will be discussed sec-
tion 2.2.5.
While presentations on domain-generic web services are impossible to cus-
tomize if the services do not offer a customization mechanism, as is the case with
Google Base and Freebase, domain-generic tools such as Semantic MediaWiki ex-
tension can be customized at the cost of some server-side programming.
2.2.3 Costs of Using Data Technologies
Data technologies for publishing can also be assessed by how much efforts they
require of publishers. Web services like Google Base and Freebase only require ac-
count registration and familiarization with their web interfaces. Faceted browsing
applications such as mSpace [64], /facet [53], and Longwell [15] require down-
loading the software, installing it (e.g., setting it up on a web server), configuring it
(e.g., setting up its database), and loading data into it possibly through program-
ming or command line interfaces.
2.2.4 Client-side Data Technologies
One of Exhibit's distinctive characteristics is its use of a client-side database to sim-
plify the publishing process, eliminating server-side setup and configuration as well
as allowing the data to be authored in any format and in any software, and then
imported at the last moment when the web page is loaded into the browser.
Client-side data technologies are not novel. In the simplest case, data can be
downloaded to the client side as XML documents and queried using XPaths. Tabu-
lator [43] is a web application designed to load more and more RDF data from
arbitrary web sites to let the user explore the Semantic Web by following RDF links
within data from site to site. Tabulator works by dynamically loading RDF data into
a client-side RDF store also implemented injavascript. TrimQuery [37] is another
client-side database that supports a SQL-like query language.
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Exhibit's expression language, designed for retrieving data from Exhibit's data-
base and optionally performing calculations on that data, resembles many proposed
RDF path languages [26], which in turn mimic the XPath language. Compared to
these languages, Exhibit's expression language currently lacks conditionals within
paths-the ability to specify a boolean expression on a segment on a graph path to
filter the candidate result nodes on that segment to only those for whom the expres-
sion is true. Conditionals are useful for such a case as, given a person, querying for
her children under 20 years of age. However, Exhibit's expression language can
be extended with new functions to support domain-specific computations, such as
geographical distance calculations.
2.2.5 Presentation Templating Technologies
Presentation templating technologies range from straightforward substitution of
data values into forms (filling in the blanks) to recursive rule-based view resolution
to completely automated schema-based UI generation.
Server-side templating languages such as ASP, PHP, and JSP and their client-
side counterparts such as mjt [18] are used for straightforward form-based substi-
tution. To create the presentation for a data record, an HTML page or fragment
is written, laying out the structure of that presentation, and wherever data should
appear in the HTML, calls to the back-end database are inserted instead of actual
data values. Branching and looping constructs are supported for more involved
cases, such as for rendering a list of several authors of a paper. Such constructs
make these approaches less descriptive and more procedural.
The form-based substitution approach is simple to use but does not facilitate
reuse of fine-grained presentation logic. For example, if books and papers are to
be presented sufficiently different so to warrant different templates, then whatever
about books and papers that should still be shown in the same way must be dupli-
cated in both templates. For instance, if authors should be shown as "last name,
first initial" in comma-separated lists for both books and papers, then the code for
doing so must exist in both templates. To facilitate reuse, view systems, such as the
Haystack's user interface framework [62] and Fresnel[44] -based interfaces, stitch
together fine-grained presentation logic based on presentation rules that match
each piece of data to be displayed with the appropriate piece of presentation logic
in a given context. In the "book" and "paper" context, lists of authors will be
matched with the same presentation logic, resulting in the same presentation. That
piece of presentation logic needs to be written only once and then registered for
both contexts.
While view systems are more powerful than the form-based substitution ap-
proach, especially when applied on complex data models, they are also harder to
use. The presentation of a piece of data, embedding the presentation of other
pieces of data related to it, is not specified in a single block of code, but dynamical-
ly composed by evaluating possibly complex and conflicting rules, pulling together
different fragments of presentation logic.
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As Exhibit is intended for small data sets, it adopts the form-based substitution
approach, trading off power for simplicity.
2.3 Extracting Data
There are many goals for extracting data from the Web. This section will first dis-
cuss those goals before diving into the two main families of approaches to web data
extraction: supervised and unsupervised. The section will then discuss the literature
related to the primary goal of web data extraction for casual users: augmentation
of web user experience. The section concludes with a survey of efforts that intend
to facilitate web data extraction.
2.3.1 Goals for Web Data Extraction
The most common goal for large-scaled web data extraction is to fuel some systems
with the data. Online flight booking services such as Expedia, Travelocity, Kayak,
etc., scrape airline sites for flight data and aggregate it to provide one-stop flight
shopping experience over many airlines. There are similar aggregation services for
commercial merchandise, such as Google Product Search. Research projects such
as START [33] scrape the Web for facts to answer natural language questions.
In other cases, what the extracted data will fuel is less clear. Swoogle [34] crawls
the Web for semantic web documents, purporting to be "Google for the Semantic
Web" but there is no investment in the usability of its user interface, making its
purpose unclear. DBpedia [7] scrapes templates in Wikipedia to accumulate an
RDF data set of millions of triples of facts, and YAGO [69] scrapes Wikipedia's text
to derive millions of relationships. Freebase [8] also scrapes Wikipedia in order to
bootstrap its own database. Without concrete uses for their data, it is unclear how
DBpedia, YAGO, and Freebase can objectively assess the data and their extraction
processes.
Web data extraction is also used for augmenting web user experience. Faaborg's
and Lieberman's Miro system makes use of data detectors to extract tidbits out of
web pages and then applies automations over them as have been demonstrated by
example through the complementary system called Creo [48]. Using Creo and
Miro, users can automate tasks that would require repeating the same sequences
of actions through web sites, such as ordering items on a grocery shopping list by
demonstrating how to order one of them. Marmite [75] specializes in letting casual
users build web mash-ups by visually stringing together data processing elements
and filling out their parameters.
Often the web user experience augmentation is simply the ability to bookmark
or save fragments of web pages. Hunter-Gatherer [65], the Internet Scrapbook
[70], and commercial tools like NetSnippets [19] let users clip out, collect, orga-
nize, and make reports out of web page fragments. Thresher [54], the browser
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extension of Dontcheva, et al. [46], and the AdaptiveBlue browser extension [1]
even extract structured data from web pages, such as books' titles, authors, publish-
ing dates, and keywords.
2.3.2 Supervised vs. Unsupervised Extraction
Web data extraction approaches fall on a spectrum from entirely supervised to en-
tirely unsupervised algorithms. There are many unsupervised algorithms, relying
on partial tree alignment [78, 66], tree edit distance [63], and tabular structures
[57] to isolate data records from web pages. Wang et al. [74] claim to able to label
the extracted fields from web sites that offer complex search forms by watching
where the field values programmatically entered into the forms reappear in the
search result pages. In general, research efforts that yield unsupervised algorithms
are focused mainly on the algorithms themselves and are detached from how their
algorithms and resulting data can actually be used by human users.
Supervised algorithms require user intervention and thus need user interfaces.
With users' help, they are also more accurate than unsupervised algorithms and are
more suitable for producing data that will actually be used immediately by users.
Thresher [54] allows a user of the Haystack system [62] to mark out a sample data
record within a web pages and label the fields within that record. Thresher then
learns the patterns for extracting the rest of the records on the page. The browser
extension by Dontcheva et al. [46] works in a similar way, but while Thresher al-
lows the user to use arbitrary schema to label fields, Dontcheva's system is limited
to only a dozen fields. On the other hand, Dontcheva's system lets an existing
extraction pattern be updated iteratively when the user returns to an old page and
marks up more fields. Dontcheva's system can also scrape detailed pages linked off
from the original page to scrape.
Recently, there are web applications such as Dapper [6] that let users scrape
existing web sites for data and serve that data up in structured formats as "feeds,"
or make use of data already scraped by other people. These web applications still
offer very limited capabilities for cleaning up data and constructing rich visualiza-
tions. Those that offer more capabilities, such as Ning [20], require programming.
While user supervision makes the extraction algorithm more accurate, it puts
more demand on the user and increases the cost/benefit ratio for using the extrac-
tion tool. Dontcheva et al. report that users of their system often forgot to label
fields.
In contrast to all of these supervised and unsupervised approaches, my tool
Sifter shows that field labels are not needed before some value can be added on
the extracted data. Sifter retains the presentation elements in the original web page
and uses them to visually bind augmentation features to the extracted fields without
needing field labels.
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2.3.3 Web Content Augmentation
In the early days of the Web, there were several research projects, such as WBI [41]
and WebWatcher [55], that augment web pages with navigation recommendations
by watching the user's browsing actions. Microsoft's SmartTags were originally de-
signed for adding contextual menu commands to semantic tidbits detected in web
pages, letting users right-click on any piece of text that looks like a phone number
and choose the "dial" contextual menu command. All of these tools work by inject-
ing additional content into the original web pages or hooking into them contextual
menus.
Recently, Thresher [54] scrapes web pages and then offers appropriate contex-
tual menu commands whenever the user right-clicks on a data record on an already
scraped page. Thresher also delegate other augmentations to Haystack. For in-
stance, scraped data records can be browsed through Haystack's faceted browsing
interface.
There are also programming tools like Greasemonkey [12] and Chickenfoot
[45] that enable users to script modifications on web pages, but so far they lack a
rich data model to support augmentations more sophisticated than just cosmetic
changes (e.g., removing ads) and simple addition of third-party content to web
pages (e.g., injecting prices from competing sites).
Sifter is novel in its choice of faceted browsing as a useful augmentation and in
its ability to offer faceted browsing features in-place over sequences of web pages.
2.3.4 Facilitating Web Data Extraction
A few efforts have advocated the embedding of semantic markups within HTML
code so to facilitate web data extraction. The Mangrove project [58] "seeks to
create an environment in which users are motivated to create semantic content
because of the existence of useful semantic services that exploit that content and
because of the process of generating such content is as close as possible to exist-
ing techniques for generating HTML documents." Mangrove provides web services
such as a departmental calendar, a departmental personnel directory, a semantic
search service, etc., that are all fueled with data extracted from web pages an-
notated with RDF. RDFa [27], eRDF [25], and microformats [17] are standards
intended for the same purpose, but at the scale of the whole Web rather than one
department.
2.4 Integrating Data
This section starts by reviewing literature in the database field on data integration
and data warehousing, which are two families of approach for pooling data from
several sources and providing a coherent access point to all of them. One aspect of
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data integration is ontology alignment, which will be discussed next. Finally, re-
lated work on data integration user interfaces is examined.
2.4.1 Data Integration and Warehousing
Pooling data together from several sources to create a coherent view can be done
in two main families of approach called data warehousing and data integration. Data
warehousing involves the Extract, Transform, and Load (ETL) process: extracting data
from external sources, transforming it to fit internal needs, and loading it into a
new database. Once loaded, applications can then be written on the new data-
base, which can be updated periodically to reflect changes to the original sources.
Data integration, also known as data federation, involves dynamically querying the
original sources and integrating the search results on-the-fly to fit a mediated schema.
Both approaches have their own advantages and disadvantages, such as whether
the data is kept up-to-date, how real-time queries can be answered, and how costly
it is to add more sources [51].
Since the 1990s, data integration approaches have developed into an industry
called Enterprise Information Integration (ElI). It also has a sister industry called
Enterprise Application Integration (EAI) which focuses on getting applications to
connect, rather than data sources to connect. The customers of these industries
are businesses rather than consumers. These industries are still not yet mature as
argued by a panel of experts at as recently as SIGMOD 2005 [50].
There is a related industry called Enterprise Analytics (EA) aimed to provide
tools for discovering insights over several sources of data internal to businesses.
For example, Spotfire [32] couples advanced browsing features such as dynamic
query filters with rich visualizations such as starfield displays to help detect outli-
ers and highlight trends. Compared to ElII and EAI, EA is also selling to business
but its products are positioned much closer to human users. All of these industries
produce tools for experts and make trade-offs that favor the experts' needs. For
instance, the ability to handle complex ontologies will be favored over the ease of
learning how to use the tools.
2.4.2 Ontology Alignment
One aspect of data integration involves aligning original ontologies with one an-
other, matching up classes and properties, or alternatively mapping each of the
original ontologies into a mediated ontology. This topic of ontology alignment
is also known as ontology mapping, ontology merging, and ontology integration.
Kalfoglou and Schorlemmer conducted a comprehensive survey of ontology map-
ping research in 2005 [56], reporting on a total of 35 works. These works are
either tools for data modeling experts or domain experts, or machine learning al-
gorithms, or combinations of tools and automation. They target large and intricate
ontologies for which data modeling expertise is desirable and for which automation
would give experts a head start.
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Furthermore, these data integration tools tend to work on ontological abstrac-
tions, basing their interface interactions on concepts such as classes (Figure 2.2).
Casual users have little knowledge about data modeling and ontological abstrac-
tions, and little interest in learning.
2.4.3 Data Integration User Interfaces
There has been some limited research on user interfaces for casual users to inte-
grate data. Tabulator [43] lets casual users import RDF data from multiple sources
together to create personal mash-ups with maps, calendars, timelines, etc. Not only
does Tabulator consume only RDF data and no other format, it also provides no
mechanism for aligning ontologies. It seems to make an implicit assumption that
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there is a high chance of usefulness from simply pooling together data already in
RDF without doing any alignment.
WebScripter [76] lets casual users create coherent reports out of data collected
from several sources, offering data alignment features for that purpose. Although
the desired target audience is casual users, WebScripter's interface is still expert-
oriented, full of jargon such as "DAML", "class", "instance", etc. Unlike my Potluck
tool, WebScripter offers no feature for fixing data at the syntactic level (e.g., swap-
ping first name and last name) and it has not been formally evaluated on actual
users.
2.5 Toward a Data-Centric Browser
As there is more and more data in reusable forms on the Web, casual users will
encounter it more often and their use of the data will increase in frequency and in
sophistication. Where casual users meet the Web-the web browser-will need to
catch up. Designed for the text-centric Web for viewing hypertext documents, the
contemporary browser may no longer be suitable for the data-centric Web. There
is a need for a data-centric browser that addresses casual users' needs in interacting
with a future data-centric Web. This section surveys enhancements to the contem-
porary web browser that are data-centric in nature, intended for users to manage
data encountered on the Web.
2.5.1 Data Models
Most of the few works aimed to enhance the standard web browser in a data-
centric fashion adopt the RDF data model [28] for storing their data. They include
Thresher [54] (described previously) which is built on Haystack [62]. Haystack is
an RDF-based personal information management platform. The browser extension
Operator [22] uses RDF as its data model and adds contextual menu commands
to web page fragments marked up with microformats [17]. Tabulator [43] demon-
strates what Semantic Web browsing might be like by dynamically pulling in more
and more data into its client-side RDF store. The rest of the works, notably the
browser extension by Dontcheva et al. [46] and Faaborg's and Lieberman's Creo
and Miro [48], use their own data models.
2.5.2 Data-Centric Features
Four kinds of data-centric features are offered by these tools: browse data, act on
data, edit data, and store data permanently. Thresher plus Haystack offer faceted
browsing functionality, contextual menu commands to act on extracted data, a
generic mechanism for editing, and permanent storage for the data. Dontcheva
et al.'s browser extension supports permanent storage and browsing capabilities.
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Tabulator offers only browsing features, and Operator offers mostly contextual
commands. Creo and Miro are only for automation.
2.5.3 Deployment Paths
These tools can also be compared by their deployment paths. At one end, Haystack
demands the full adoption of a whole new personal information management plat-
form, of which the augmented web browser is a small component. At the other
end, Tabulator is just a web page that can be loaded into any browser on demand
(unfortunately, cross site scripting security restrictions on web pages prevent it from
loading data from arbitrary domains). In the middle are the various browser exten-
sions previously mentioned, which require some efforts to adopt. Less effort and
less risk generally yield more adoption.
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When it came into existence, the Web was hailed for giving individuals the same
publishing power as large publishers. But over time, large publishers learned to ex-
ploit the structure in their data, leveraging databases and server-side technologies to
provide rich browsing and visualization features. People have come to expect from
professional sites features like searching, sorting, filtering, comparison, maps, etc.
Individual small publishers fall behind once more: neither old-fashioned static pag-
es nor domain-specific publishing frameworks (e.g., web photo album generators)
and services (e.g., Flickr) supporting limited customization can match full-fledged
database-backed web applications that cost thousands of dollars. Fortunately, ideas
embodied in tools that have made publishing so efficient for large publishers can
also help small publishers as long as the needs and abilities of small publishers are
taken into consideration. This chapter explains how.
A typical application consists of three layers: data, presentation, and applica-
tion logic in between. Separating data from presentation allows mixing and match-
ing data with presentation so that the same data can be shown in different ways. It
is also easier to build tools specialized for dealing with either data (e.g., databases)
or presentation (e.g., form editors) separately.
This principle of separating data from presentation has been built into tech-
nologies that target large publishers. Designed for scalability and flexibility, these
technologies are far too complex for casual users to adopt. Such users have so far
only been offered HTML as the generic web publishing technology, and in HTML,
data and presentation are mixed together.
To let casual users benefit from the separation of data from presentation, the
costs of authoring data, authoring presentation, and connecting them up must be
lowered.
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The cost of authoring presentation can be lowered in two ways by assuming
that the presentation needs of casual users are not so complex:
- First, a variety of common features such as sorting, grouping, searching, fil-
tering, map visualization, timeline visualization, etc. can be provided out-of-the-
box so that each casual user need not re-implement them herself (As her presenta-
tion needs get more sophisticated and unique, she will eventually need to program
her own features.)
- Second, customization to the presentation can be specified in an HTML-
based syntax right inside the HTML code used to layout the web page. This is so
that the publisher can work on every part of the page's presentation inside a single
file in a single syntax. (As the publisher's needs to customize the presentation get
more sophisticated, the HTML-based syntax will no longer satisfy her.)
The cost of authoring data can be lowered in two ways by assuming that casual
users publish only small data sets:
- First, if a publisher is already editing her data in some particular format and
some particular editor convenient to her, she should not need to load that data into
a database and then maintain the data through the unfamiliar and inconvenient
user interface of the database. She should be able to keep managing her data how-
ever she likes, and the data only gets loaded into the database when it needs to be
rendered. This is realizable if the data is small and loading it into the database is
quick. (As the data gets larger, there is a point when the data should already be
loaded into a database to ensure a responsive web site.)
- Second, data schemas can be made optional if their benefits do not justify
their costs. While schemas are advantageous on large data sets for database opti-
mizations and for managing data at a higher level of abstraction, their benefits on
small data sets are much less apparent. (As the data gets larger or more complex,
there is a point when schema abstractions benefit both the publisher as well as the
publishing engine.)
Finally, all the costs of setting up software (database, web server, and appli-
cation server) can be eliminated if the software is packaged as a Web API to be
included into a web page on-the-fly. Such a Web API can also easily allow for exten-
sions, which accommodate the increasing sophistication in a casual user's publish-
ing needs.
These ideas have been built into the Exhibit lightweight data publishing frame-
work, packaged as a Web API. This chapter will discuss the design of Exhibit's
user and publisher interfaces in section 1, its data model in section 2, and its user
interface model in section 3. Section 4 briefly describes Exhibit's implementation.
Finally, section 5 reports real-world usage of Exhibit and discusses its impact.
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3.1 Interface Design
As Exhibit is a publishing framework, it has two interfaces: one facing publishers
and one facing users of the published information. A web page published using
Exhibit will be referred to as an exhibit in lowercase.
3.1.1 User Interface
An exhibit looks just like any other web page, except that it has advanced features
mostly seen on commercial and institutional sites. Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2 show
two exhibits covering different types of information. Each is styled differently, but
there are several common elements, as described below.
Exhibit's user interface consists mainly of views andfacets, whose locations on
the page are controlled by the publisher. The exhibit in Figure 3.1 is configured
by the publisher to support two different views of the same data: THUMBNAILS and
TIMELINE. THUMBNAILS is currently selected by the user and it is showing. The exhibit
in Figure 3.2 is configured to support six views, and the BIRTH PLACES view is cur-
rently showing. Each kind of view-map, timeline, table, thumbnail, tile, scatter
plot, bar chart, etc.-supports its own configuration settings. The Google Maps
[11] map in the BIRTH PLACES view is configured to embed the presidents' portraits
in the map marker, and the TERMS timeline view is configured to color-code the
presidents' terms by their political parties. Although these settings are specified by
the publisher, some can be changed dynamically by the user (e.g., sorting order in
Figure 3. 1). Exhibit's user interface can be extended by third-parties' views if the
publisher chooses to include them.
Items can be presented differently in different views. Where there is little space
to render sufficient details in-place (e.g., on a map), markers or links provide af-
fordance for popping up bubbles containing each item's details (e.g., map bubble
in Figure 3.2). The rendition of each item contains a link for bookmarking it indi-
vidually. Invoking this link later will load the exhibit and pop up a rendition of the
bookmarked item automatically.
The facets (left in Figure 3.1 and right in Figure 3.2) let users filter the cur-
rently displayed items. This is a conventional dynamic query interface with preview
counts.
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Topher's Breakfast Cereal Character Guide (tUnselect Nabisco in facet Brands) C~
*http//127.0.0. 18888/exhibit/site/examples/cereals/cereal V C
Please refer to Toper's original site for copyright information. We are grateful to
Topher for letting us host this data on our site.
Here is the Exhibit JSON data file.
Brands 2 THUMBNMALS T IMELINE
General Mills 12 Characters filtered from 49 originally. (Reset All Filters)
Kelloggs
Nabisco sorted by: bra.ten by... ( grouped as sorted
Post Post (8)
Quaker Oats Z
Ralston
Decades 39
1950
9 1960 -
1970 P 1 Sugar Bear Fred Flintstone SoHi Honeyomb Kid Mickey Mouse
2 1980
z 1990
Countries
Great Brntain
LSA
Forms
bear Bugs Bunny Alpha-bts Sailor Jimminy Cricket
beast Boy
boy
-on-e
Figure 3.1. A web page embedding Exhibit to show information about break-
fast cereal characters [36]. The information can be viewed as thumbnails or on a
timeline and filtered through a faceted browsing interface.
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US Presidents
BIXTH PLACES- DEATH PLACES - TE-MS TABLE. DErAILS. PHOTOS
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Search:
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Transering daafrommaps.google.com
Figure 3.2. A web page embedding Exhibit to show information about U.S.
presidents in 6 ways, including maps, table, thumbnails, and timelines.
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3.1.2 Publisher Interface
Making an exhibit like Figure 3.1 involves two tasks: creating the data and creating
the presentation. Both are iterated until the desired result is achieved. This section
briefly describes the publishing process, leaving technical details to later sections.
3.1.2.1 Creating the Data
Exhibit supports its own JSON [13] format natively but can automatically import
a variety of formats including Bibtex, Excel, RDF/XML, N3, and Google Spread-
sheets feeds. The data file for those breakfast cereal characters looks something like
that in Figure 3.3. The items' data is coded as an array of objects containing prop-
erty/value pairs. Values can be strings, numbers, or booleans. If a value is an array,
then the corresponding item is considered to have multiple values for that property.
For instance, according to Figure 3.3, the Trix Rabbit character is released in both
the US and in Canada. The publisher is mostly free to make up the names of the
properties. We will discuss the specifics of the data model subsequently.
Data for a single exhibit needs not reside in a single file. It can be split into
multiple files for convenience. For example, a couple's recipes exhibit can pool its
data from two separate files: her-recipes . json and his-recipes. json.
3.1.2.2 Creating the Presentation
The web page itself is just a regular HTML file that can be created locally, iterated
locally until satisfaction, and then, if desired, uploaded together with the data files
to the web server. Figure 3.4 shows the initial HTML code needed to start making
the exhibit in Figure 3.1. This code instantiates an Exhibit instance, loads it with
the data file referenced by the first <link> element, and specifies where to embed
a view panel, which shows a tile view by default. Also by default, the tile view sorts
all items in the exhibit by labels and displays the top ten items using the default lens.
This lens shows property/value pairs for each item. Reasonable defaults are hard-
wired into Exhibit to give the publisher some result with minimal initial work.
items:
type: 'Character',
label: 'Trix Rabbit',
brand: 'General Mills',
decade: 1960,
country: [ 'USA', 'Canada' ],
thumbnail: 'images/trix-rabbit-thumb.png',
image: 'images/trix-rabbit 
.png',
text: 'First appearing on
. .. more characters ...
Figure 3.3. An ExhibitJSON data file showing data for one breakfast cereal
character, which is encoded as property/value pairs.
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The publisher does not even need to write this initial HTML code from scratch:
it is trivial to copy this code from existing exhibits or from online tutorials. This is
how HTML pages are often made-by copying existing pages, removing unwanted
parts, and incrementally improving until satisfaction. The declarative syntax of
HTML, the forgiving nature of web browsers and their reasonable defaults, and the
quick HTML edit/test cycle make HTML publishing easy and instantly gratifying.
Exhibit has been designed to afford the same behavior.
Figure 3.5 shows the final HTML code needed to render the exhibit in Figure
3.1 (logo graphics and copyright message omitted). The additional code, in black,
configures the facets, the two views, and a lens template in the THUMBNAILS view.
(Lens templates will be discussed in the User Interface Model section.)
Making the presentation look better can also involve filling in and fixing up the
data schema. Figure 3.6 shows how the plural label for the type Character is de-
clared so that plural labels in the UI, e.g., 12 Characters, can be generated properly.
The decade property values are declared to be dates instead of strings so that they
can be sorted as dates.
To change the schema, e.g., renaming a property, the publisher can simply
invoke the text editor's Replace All command. Or if the data is imported from a
spreadsheet, she can just rename the corresponding column header label. Saving
old versions of the data involves making copies of the data files. Changing schema
and keeping versions of the data might not be as simple if databases were used.
Thus, just by editing one or two text files in any text editor, and perhaps editing
data in a spreadsheet, a casual user with only basic knowledge of HTML and no
programming skills can create a richly interactive web page with sorting, searching,
filtering, maps, timelines, etc.-features that would otherwise take a whole team of
web engineers months to implement.
<htm]l>
<head>
<title>Topher's Breakfast Cereal Character Guide</title>
<link type="text/javascript"
rel="exhibit/data" href="cereal-characters.js" />
<script type="text/javascript"
src="http://static.simile.mit.edu/exhibit/api-2. 0/exhibit-api. js">
</script>
</head>
<body>
<div ex: role="viewPanel"></div>
</body>
</html>
Figure 3.4. To create the web page in Figure 3.1, the author starts with this
boiler plate HTML code, which displays the characters in cereal-characters. js
through the default lens that lists property/value pairs.
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One or more Inks to data2 <head>
3 <title>Topher's Breakfast Cereal Character Guide</title>
4 <link type="application/j son" rel="exhibit/data" href='cereal -charactersjson" />5 <script src="http: //static. simidle.mit.edu/exhibit/api-2.0 /exhibit-api. js"></script>
6 <script src="http://static.simile.mit.edu/exhibit/extensions-2.0/
7 time/time-extension.js"></script>
<style>
.itemThumbnail {
width: 120px;
</style> custom styles
</head>
<body> facets
<table width="100%">
<tr valign="top">
<td width="20%">
<div ex:role="facet" ex:expression=".brand"
<div ex:role="facet" ex:expression=".decade"
<div ex:role="facet" ex:expression=".country"
<div ex:role="facet" ex:expression=".form"
</td>
<td>
<div ex:role="viewPanel">
Exhibit API and extensions
ex:facetLabel="Brands"></div>
ex:facetLabel="Decades"></div>
ex:facetLabel="Countries"></div>
ex:facetLabel="Forms"></div>
<div ex:role="view" ex:viewClass="Thumbnail"
ex:possibleOrders=".brand, .decade, .form, .country">
<div ex:role="lens" class="itemThumbnail">
<img ex:src-content=".thumbnail" />
<div ex: content="value"></div>
</div>
</div>
<div ex:role="view"
ex:viewClass="Timeline"
ex:start=" .year"
ex:colorKey=" . topic">
</div>
</div>
</td>
</tr>
</table>
</body>
</html>
lens templates
specifying
how to render
each
data item
VIews
Figure 3.5. The publisher starts with the code in gray (from Figure 3.4), in-
cludes more and more of the code in black, and tweaks until the desired result
(Figure 3.1) is achieved (logo graphics and copyright omitted). Tweaking involves
following online documentation or just copying code from other existing exhibits.
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types:
'Character': { pluralLabel: 'Characters' }
properties: {
'url': { valueType: "url" },
'decade': { valueType: "date" }
items:
// ... items ...
Figure 3.6. Schema information can be added to theJSON file to improve
Exhibit's user interface.
3.2 Data Model
An Exhibit data model is a directed graph in which the nodes are either items or
native values such as numbers, strings, and booleans, and the arrows are properties
(Figure 3.7). Each property has a property value type which specifies the types-
numbers, strings, booleans, items, etc.-of the nodes at the pointed ends of the
arrows. In the simplest case where there is no relationship between items (no blue
curved arrows in Figure 3.7), then the data model degenerates into a flat list of
items with native-valued properties. A casual user would normally start with such
a conceptually simple list of items and then when the need actually arises, link the
items up to form a graph.
3.2.1 Items
Each item has one or more properties, one of which is the mandatory label prop-
erty, which is a string naming that item in a human-friendly manner (friendliness is
subject to the publisher's discretion). This label is used to render the item whenever
a concise, textual description of that item is needed.
Every item is also mandated to have an id property, which identifies that item
uniquely within the containing exhibit. If no id property value is specified explic-
itly when the item is being loaded into the database of the exhibit, the item's label
property value is used as its id. Other items in the same exhibit can relate to this
item simply by having property values equal to the item's id.
The third mandated property is uri, which is the URI used to name the item
when it is exported to any RDF [28] serialization format. (The uri property helps
make exhibits' data readily available to semantic web applications.) If no uri prop-
erty value is specified when the item is being loaded, the URI is generated automati-
cally by appending its id property value to the URL of the containing exhibit.
The last mandated property is type. An item's type property value is just a
string, such as "President" and "Publication". If not explicitly specified, the item's
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type defaults to "Item". Types are introduced to divide the set of items within a
single exhibit into several subsets of conceptually different items, such as "Publica-
tion" vs. 'Author", or "Patient" vs. "Hospital Record". If the data within an exhibit
were to be stored in a relational database, there would logically be one relational
table for each type.
Although there are four mandated properties, a publisher is only burdened to
make up one-the label property-for each item. Note that in Figure 3.3, the
item has neither id nor uri property value; both values will be generated. An id
property value must be specified explicitly if another item with the same label has
already been loaded into the database. A uri property value must be specified
explicitly if the publisher intends the item to refer to some Web resource with an
existing URI. For example, in an exhibit that compares several web sites' traffic on
a bar chart, each item corresponds to one web site and the item's uri should logi-
cally be the web site's URL.
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Figure 3.7. An Exhibit data model is a graph in which the nodes are items
(circles) or native values (rectangles) and the arrows are properties.
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3.2.2 Types
The information on types is schematic information. Each type has three mandated
schematic properties: label, id, and uri. Note that when the type property of
an item is specified, that type property value is the type's id, not the type's label
(Figure 3.8). Whereas usually an item's label is specified and its id is generated
from its label, a type's id must be specified first (by assigning some item that type
property value) and then the type's label is taken to be the same as its id, unless
overridden. Whereas for items, ids are primarily used to distinguish those with the
same label, for types, ids are used as short-hand notations. For example, in Figure
3.8, the types' ids save the publisher a lot of typing while the types' labels are easy
to comprehend for viewers.
Beside id, uri, and label, a type can have other schematic properties that
help in the localization of the user interface. For instance, when a type has a plu-
ralLabel, that schematic property value is used in English-speaking locales to
generate user interface text for labeling several things of that type, e.g., 9 People
instead of 9 Person.
There is no need for the publisher to explicitly declare every type in the types
section. A type is added to the system whenever an item of that type is added. This
lets the publisher focus on the items-the main point of her exhibit-and only add
information on types and properties when they make the user interface better.
items:
type: "RCAct",
.atype's id
] ,
types: { '
"RCAct" : {
label: "Ribosomal Chaperone Activity",
pluralLabel: "Ribosomal Chaperone Activities",
uri: "http://www.geneontology.org/go#GO:0000005"
},
"RlR" : {
label: "Regulation of Mitotic Recombination",
pluralLabel: "Regulations of Mitotic Recombination",
uri: "http://www.geneontology.org/go#GO:0000019"
Figure 3.8. The types section in theJSON file specifies schematic properties of
types, such as their labels and uris.
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3.2.3 Properties
Schematic information can also be given on properties. Properties have the same
three mandated schematic properties as types (label, id, and uri) plus two more:
reverseLabel and valueType. Together with label, reverseLabel lets a prop-
erty be described in both directions (e.g., child of in one direction and parent of in
the other).
A property's valueType hints at the nature of that property's values-whether
they are numbers, or booleans, or strings, or items' ids, etc. There is a fixed set of
value types, currently including: text, number, date, boolean, url, and item. All
values of type item are locally unique ids of items in the same exhibit. Figure 3.6
shows how property value types are declared in data files.
Note that such declaration of value types are hints only. Exhibit will try to
coerce property values into whatever types that are most appropriate for each par-
ticular use. For example, when a property foo with value type text is used to
specify the starting dates of items on a timeline view, then all foo property values
are automatically parsed into dates to render the timeline.
This design choice of tying value types to properties, rather than requiring
type declaration on each value, facilitates incremental improvements to the data.
For instance, brand property values in Figure 3.3 are initially, by default, of type
text. This might satisfy the publisher until she wants to record details about the
brands, at which time she can simply specify the value type for brand to be item
and add the data for the brands (Figure 3.9).
3.2.4 Expressions
Exhibit provides an expression language that makes it convenient to access its
graph-based data model.
Consider an exhibit whose data model is illustrated in Figure 3.10. The ex-
hibit contains information on some publications, their authors, the schools where
the authors teach, the countries where the schools are located, and perhaps more.
Evaluating the expression . written-by on some publications yields their authors;
evaluating written-by.teaches-at yields the schools where the publications'
authors teach; and so forth. The hop operator . traverses the graph along a given
property. To traverse against a given property, the hop operator ! is used. Thus,
evaluating ! teaches-at!written-by on some schools returns publications writ-
ten by authors at those schools. The two kinds of hop operator can be mixed:
evaluating .written-by. teaches-at! teaches-at! written-by on some publi-
cations returns all publications written by all authors teaching at the same schools
as the authors of the original publications.
A sequence of alternating hop operators and property ids, such as .written-
by. teaches-at, is called a path. Evaluating a path yields a collection of values
(with or without duplicates). Why duplicate values are allowed will become clear
subsequently.
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properties: {
'brand':
valueType: 'item'
},
items:
type : 'Character',
label: 'Trix Rabbit',
brand: 'General Mills',
decade: 1960,
country: [ 'USA', 'Canada' ],
thumbnail: 'images/trix-rabbit.png',
text: 'First appearing on
// .. more characters
type: 'Brand',
label: 'General Mills',
headQuarter: 'Minnesota',
founded: 1856
},
// ... more brands ...
Figure 3.9. Elaboration of brand property values by specifying the value type
for the property brand and adding Brand items.
Figure 3.10. In this sample Exhibit data model, evaluating the expression
.written-by.teaches-at.located-in on publications yields the countries in which the
schools where the publications' authors teach are located.
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In addition to paths, Exhibit expressions can also contain native values like
strings and numbers, andfunctions, operators and constructs. For example, concat (.
last-name, ' , ' , .first-name) computes a full name out of a last name and a
first name, and count (.parent-of) returns the number of children of a person.
Other functions include:
- union (for taking set unions of collections);
" contains (for testing if a collection contains a given element);
- exists (for testing if another expression returns any result, that is, if the
result collection is non-empty);
* add and multiply (for taking summations and products of elements in one
or more collections);
- and, or, and not (for combining boolean values);
- date-range for computing differences between two dates in a particular unit
such as in days or in years;
- distance for computing geographical distance between two latitude/longi-
tude pairs.
It is easy for third parties to implement more functions. Publishers just need to
link the third parties'Javascript code into their exhibits.
Exhibit's operators are the standard arithmetic operators (+, -, *, /) and bool-
ean operators (=, <>, ><, <, <=, >, >=).
There are two constructs at the moment:
- if, which evaluates its first argument to a boolean value and based on that,
chooses to evaluate either its second argument or its third argument;
- foreach, which evaluates its first argument into a collection; then for each
element in that set, evaluates the expression that is its second argument on
that element; and finally returns the union of all results.
The reason we need expressions to support duplicates in collections is as fol-
lows. Consider an exhibit about students and their assignments. To compute a stu-
dent's average, we divide the sum of the grades of her assignments by the number
of assignments: add(.assignment.grade) /count (.assignment). Say a student
gets 100 for two assignments. If the result of the sub-expression . assignment.
grade is a collection without duplicates, then the student's average is computed
incorrectly as 100 / 2 = 50. To fix this problem, Exhibit introduces two more hop
operators . @ and ! @ that prevent duplicates from being eliminated further down
the evaluation process. Thus, add( .assignment. @grade) /count (.assignment)
would compute the correct average.
The full production rules for Exhibit expression language is provided in Figure
3.11.
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3.2.5 Data Import/Export
While the ExhibitJSON format is relatively readable and writeable, it might not be
the format of choice for some publishers. They might already have their data in an-
other format (e.g., BibTex), or they might be used to editing tools that do not export
to ExhibitJSON (e.g., Excel). These publishers can simply annotate the <link> ele-
ments referencing their data with the right mime-type (e.g., type="application/
bibtex") and Exhibit will import it automatically. Exhibit's importer architecture
allows for third parties to plug in their own importers.
Exhibit also has an extensible exporter architecture that can serialize its data
into several formats, ready to be copied off. The natively provided exporters can
generate RDF/XML, Exhibit JSON, Semantic MediaWiki extension wikitext [73],
and Bibtex. The purpose of these exporters is to facilitate and encourage propaga-
tion of reusable data by offering convenience to both users and publishers. For ex-
ample, being able to copy off the Bibtex of some publications that you have found
in an exhibit so that you can cite them is very convenient. You can also copy that
<expression>
<sub-expression>
<term>
<factor>
<construct>
<if-construct>
<foreach-construct>
<default-construct>
<function-call>
<expression-list>
<path>
<hop-list>
<hop>
<expr-op>
<subexpr-op>
<term-op>
<hop-op>
<sub-expression>
<expression> <expr-op> <sub-expression>
<term>
<sub-expression> <subexpr-op> <term>
<factor>
<term> <term-op> <factor>
<number>
<string>
<construct>
<function-call>
<path>
" (" <expression> "
<if-construct>
<foreach-construct>
<default-construct>
"if" "(" <expression> "," <expression> "," <expression> ")"
"foreach" "(" <expression> "," <expression> ")"
"default" "(" <expression-list> ")"
<identifier> "(" <expression-list>? ")"
<expression>
I <expression-list> "," <expression>
<hop-list>
I <identifier> <hop-list>
<hop>
I <hop-list> <hop>
<hop-op> <property-id>
: "<>" "<" I "<=" ">" "
:: I. "!" I ".@" | I @
Figure 3.11. Production rules for the Exhibit expression language.
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data in Exhibit JSON format and incorporate it into your own exhibit to make an
archive of related work.
Exhibit's default exporters generate an origin property value for each item to
export. This value is the URL that, when invoked, returns to the original exhibit
and pops up the view of that item automatically. This is a lightweight mechanism
for attribution.
3.3 User Interface Model
Exhibit's user interface consists of several types of component:
- collections;
- widgets:facets, views, and lenses; and
- helpers: coders.
Exhibit also maintains a hierarchy of UI contexts that store inheritable UI settings
such asformatting rules. These components and the formatting rules can all be speci-
fied in HTML. The following subsections define these various UI concepts and de-
scribe how they can be specified in HTML.
3.3.1 Collections
A collection contains a subset of the items currently in the exhibit's database. Cur-
rently, a collection can be defined to contain items by some particular types, e.g.,
<div ex:role="collection" ex:itemTypes="Man; Woman" id="adults"></div>
<div ex:role="collection" ex:itemTypes="Boy; Girl" id="kids"></div>
<div ex:role="collection" ex:itemTypes="Man; Woman; Boy; Girl"></div>
Each collection has an ID, which can be specified using the HTML id attribute. The
ID of a collection is used to refer to it from other components, as wiln be discussed
in later subsections. If no id attribute is given, the ID is assumed to be "default"
and the effect of the definition is to redefine the default collection, which comes,
by default, with every exhibit. If not redefined, the default collection contains all
items currently in the exhibit's database.
What a collection originally contains is called its root set. This root set can be
filtered down to afiltered set by facets attached to the collection, as will be discussed
next.
3.3.2 Facets
A facet is a component whose purpose is to filter a collection's root set down to a
filtered set. Facets can be declared as follows:
<div ex:role="facet"
ex: expression=" . ethnicity"
></div>
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<div ex:role="facet"
ex: expression=" .profession"
ex: collectionID="adults"
></div>
<div ex:role="facet"
ex:expression=".height * 2.54"
ex:facetLabel="Height (cm)"
ex: collectionID="kids"
ex: facetClass="NumericRange"
ex:interval="10"
></div>
The ex: expression attribute is required and in the simplest case, it specifies the
property by which to filter the collection to which the facet is attached. In the first
example, the facet can be used to filter the attached collection by (people's) ethnic-
ity; in the second, by professions; and in the third, by heights. The expression does
not have to be a simple property; it can compute more complex values such as seen
in the third example. The ex: collectionID specifies which collection a facet is
attached to; if missing, the default collection is used (as in the first example).
The ex: facetLabel attribute gives a text label to the facet. If missing, and
if the expression is a simple property, Exhibit uses the property's label; otherwise,
Exhibit shows an error message where the label should be rendered.
The ex: facetClass attribute specifies which class of facet to instantiate.
There are two classes being supported: List and NumericRange (List is the de-
fault class). List facets show each value computed by the expression as a choice for
filtering while NumericRange facets convert each value into a number and group
values into intervals.
3.3.3 Views
A view is a component that renders the filtered set of items in a collection to which
it is attached. As the collection gets filtered by the facets attached to it, the views
attached to that collection update themselves to show the current filtered set.
Views can be specified much like facets. Each kind of view supports its own
settings that are appropriate to it. For example, a tabular view supports settings
pertaining to its columns, e.g.,
<div ex:role="view" ex:viewClass="Tabular"
ex:columns = ". label, . imageURL, .party, .age"
ex:columnFormats = "text, image, text, number"
ex:sortColumn = "2"
ex:sortAscending = "true"
></div>
3.3.4 Lenses
An Exhibit lens renders one single item. Lenses are not specified individually per
item, but they are instantiated from a few lens templates, which are specified in HTML.
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A template is just a fragment of HTML that can be specified in-line, as in Figure
3.12, or in a different file.
Within a lens template, the content attribute of an element specifies what
content to stuff into that element when the template is instantiated for an item. For
example, in Figure 3.12, the <hl> element will be filled with the label property
value of the item.
Attributes that end with -content are assumed to contain Exhibit expressions.
These expressions are resolved into actual values when the lens is instantiated, and
the values are used to assert HTML attributes of the same name but without the ex:
namespace and the -content suffix. For example, the ex: src-content attribute
in Figure 3.12 is replaced with the image property value of the item being ren-
dered, generating the attribute src="images/trix-rabbit.png" in the generated
HTML <img> element.
The ex: if-exists attribute of an element determines whether that element
and its children in the template should be included in the presentation of a par-
ticular item. For example, if an item does not have an image property value, the
template in Figure 3.12 will not generate a broken image. The ex: if attribute of
an element specifies an expression that evaluates to a boolean; if the boolean is
true, the first child element of the element is processed; otherwise, the second child
element is processed if it is present. The ex: select attribute of an element speci-
fies an expression that evaluates to some value which is used to select which child
element to process. The child element with the matching ex: case attribute value
is processed. Otherwise, the last child element that does not have any ex: case at-
tribute is processed.
The ex: control attribute specifies which Exhibit-specific control to embed.
There are only two controls supported at the moment: the item-link control and
the copy-button control; the first is a permanent link to the item being rendered
and the latter is a drop-down menu button that lets the user copies the item's data
off in various formats.
3.3.5 UI Contexts and Formatting Rules
Each component has a U1 context which gives it access to UI settings, such as how
dates should be formatted (e.g., "July 4" or "7/4" or "7y4H"). Such formatting
rules can be added to the UI context of a component through the ex: formats at-
tribute on the component's HTML specification, e.g.,
<di v ex:role="view"
ex:viewClass="Timeline"
ex: start=". birth"
ex: formats=
"date { mode: short; show: date } number { decimal-digits: 2 }"
></div>
In this example, whenever dates are rendered inside that timeline view, they are
displayed in short form without time of the day (e.g., "04/07/07" forJuly 4, 2007).
Whenever numbers are displayed, two decimal digits are shown.
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<table ex:role="exhibit-lens" cellspacing=."5" style="display: none;">
<tr>
<td>
<img ex:if-exists=".cereal" ex:src-content=".image" />
<div ex: control="copy-button"></div>
</td>
<td>
<hl ex:content=&".label"></hl>
<h2>
<span ex: content=" .brand"></span>
<span ex:.content=" . cereal"></span>
</h2>
<p ex:content=".text"></p>
<center ex:if-exists=".url">
<a ex:href-content=".url" target="new">More... </a>
</center>
</td>
</tr>
</table>
Figure 3.12. Lens template for showing a breakfast cereal character in a pop-up
bubble as shown in Figure 3.13.
Please refer to Topher's original site for copyright infor
*
Trix Rabbit
General Mills Trix
First appearing on cereal boxes in
1960, this large white rabbit originally
raced around trying to get some
raspberry red, Lemon yellow, and
orange orange Trix corn-puffed cereal
to eat. 'Trix. The corn cereal with the
naturaL taste of fruit. Trix Rabbit was
originally voiced by Delo States.
Trix~biL Count Dracula
THUMI
Mdby: brand; th
Bu=Bee
Figure 3.13. Bubble showing a breakfast cereal character.
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Note that the resemblance in syntax to CSS is intended for familiarity. An
ex:formats specification consists of zero or more rules (cf. CSS rules). Each rule
consists of a selector which specifies what the rule applies to (cf. CSS selectors) and
then zero or more settings inside a pair of braces. In the example, there are two rules
and two selectors, date and number. Those two selectors select the value types to
which the rules apply.
For each selector there is a different set of allowable settings. For example, for
date there are time-zone, mode, and template. For each setting there is a set of
acceptable setting values. For example,
- time-zone takes a number or the keyword default;
- mode takes any one of the keywords short, medium, long, and full to spec-
ify how detailed to render dates and times;
- template takes a string that acts as a template for formatting dates and times
in case those four standard modes do not satisfy the publisher's needs; and
* negative-format (for currency) takes any combination of the flags red,
black, parentheses, no-parentheses, signed, and unsigned to specify
how negative currency values should be rendered.
As in CSS, URLs in formatting rules are wrapped in url (). Similarly, expres-
sions are wrapped in expression (). For example,
ex: formats=
"item { title: expression(concat(.full-name, ', ', .job-title)) }"
specifies that when a textual description of an item is needed, render the full-
name property value followed by a comma and the job-title property value.
The full production rules for Exhibit's format language is provided in Figure
3.14.
Other UI settings beside formatting rules can be specified through other attri-
butes, such as ex:bubbleWidth for the width in pixels of popup bubbles. Settings
not specified in a view's HTML specification are inherited from the view's outer
<rule-list> :: <rule>*
<rule> ::= <selector> [ "{" [ <setting-list> I "}"
<selector> :: "number" I "date" I "boolean" I "text" I "image" I
"url" I "item" I "currency" I "list"
<setting-list> : := <setting> I <setting-list> ";" <setting>
<setting> : := <setting-name> ":" <setting-value>
<setting-value> :: <number>
I <integer>
I <non-negative-integer>
I <string>
I <keyword>
| <url>
| <expression>
I <flags>
<flags> : := <keyword>+
Figure 3.14. Production rules for the Exhibit format language.
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lexical scope, that is, from the settings specified on components whose HTML speci-
fications lexically contain this view's HTML specification.
3.3.6 Coders
A coder translates a piece of information to some visual feature, e.g.,
" from the political-party property value "Republican" to the color red,
and from "Democrat" to the color blue;
- from the service property value "Restaurant" to an icon showing a fork and
a knife, and from "Hotel" to an icon showing a bed;
" from the magnitude property value 5 (assumed to be the magnitude of an
earthquake) to the number 40, indicating how large the corresponding map
marker should be;
- from the temperature property value -30 (assumed to be in Celsius) to the
color code #OOQaa, a particular shade of blue indicating how cold it is.
For the four examples above, these are the coders' specifications:
<div ex:role="coder" ex:coderClass="Color" id="political-party-colors">
<span ex:color="red">Republican</span>
<span ex: color="blue">Democrat</span>
<span ex:color="gray" ex:case="default">Any other party</span>
<span ex: color="white" ex: case="mixed">Multiple parties</span>
<span ex:color="black" ex:case="missing">No party</span>
</div>
<div ex:role="coder" ex:coderClass="Icon" id="service-icons">
<span ex:icon="fork-knife.png">Restaurant</span>
<span ex:icon="bed.png">Hotel</span>
<span ex:icon="question-mark.png"
ex: case="default">Other service</span>
<span ex:icon="many-question-marks.png"
ex:case="mixed">Multiple services</span>
<span ex:icon="x.png"
ex:case="missing">No service</span>
</div>
<div ex:role="coder"
ex:coderClass="NumericGradient" id="earthquake-magnitudes"
ex:gradientPoints="1, 20; 10, 60"
></div>
<div ex:role="coder" ex:coderClass="ColorGradient" id="temperature-col-
ors"
ex:gradientPoints="-40, #000088; 0, #ffffff; 50, #ffOO00"
></div>
The ex: case attribute is used to specify special cases, such as when a single marker
on the map corresponds to several values to translate (e.g., because several politi-
cians belong to different political parties were born in the same city), or when there
is no data to translate (e.g., because there is no temperature recorded for a particu-
lar city). The ex: case="default" attribute value is used to code all remaining
cases (e.g., other political parties beside Democrat and Republican).
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To connect a view or a facet to a coder, you need to specify on the view or
facet's HTML specification which coder to use and what data to feed it. To have a
map view plotting politicians colored by political parties, then we can specify that
map view as follows:
<div ex:roe="view" ex: viewClass="Map"
ex,1atlng=".1atlng"
ex:colorCoder="political-party-colors"
ex:colorKey=".party"
></div>
As another example, to construct a map view of buildings and the services avail-
able in them, write:
<div ex:role="view" ex:viewclass="Map"
ex: latlng=-" .latlng"
ex:iconCoder="service-icons"
ex:iconKey=".service"
></div>
Several coders could potentially be used in the same view. For example, on a map
plotting natural disasters, an icon coder can indicate whether a disaster is an earth-
quake, a volcano eruption, a tsunami, etc.; a marker size coder can show the mag-
nitudes of those disasters; and a color coder can show the casualties (e.g., more red
means more casualties).
3.4 Implementation
The Exhibit framework is implemented in severalJavascript, CSS, and image files.
It is available at a public URL where anyone can reference it from within his or her
HTML pages. Exhibit publishers do not need to download any software, and users
who view exhibits do not need to install any browser extension. This zero cost is the
signature of client-side Web APIs and is largely responsible for the explosion in the
embedding use of Google Maps [11].
Exhibit's source code is available publicly. Any of its parts can be overridden
by writing more javascript code and CSS definitions after including Exhibit's code.
Third parties can implement additional components to supplement Exhibit.
Exhibit's architecture is illustrated in Figure 3.15. At the bottom is the data
layer consisting of the database, the expression language parser and evaluator, and
importers and exporters. At the top is the user interface layer, which consists of
three sub-layers:
- UI contexts and localization resources-storage of presentation settings for
the rest of the user interface layer.
- collections and coders-components that do not render to the screen but
determine what data widgets should render and how to render it.
* widgets which perform the actual rendering and support interactions.
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HTML
configuratin
Figure 3.15. Exhibit's architecture
There are several points of extensibility. More views, facets, and coders can be
added. More importers, exporters, and functions (to be used in expressions) can be
registered. For example, a new facet class can be added to show a calendar or a
timeline supporting date range selection instead of just listing individual dates.
The localization component encapsulates localized UI resources, including text
strings, images, styles, and even layouts. This is only our early attempt-interna-
tionalizing a framework that generates user interfaces at run-time is very difficult.
We note that even HTML is biased for English. For example, bold and italics, which
have native syntax in HTML, are foreign concepts to most Asian scripts.
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3.5 Evaluation
Exhibit was evaluated in two ways: by its performance in contemporary popular
browsers and by its actual usage by casual users.
3.5.1 Performance
Four platform/browser configurations were chosen for testing Exhibit version 2.0
as of July 26, 2007:
- MacBook Pro laptop, Mac OSX 10.4.10
2.16 GHz Intel® Core 2 Duo, 2 GB RAM
1. Firefox 2.0.0.5
2. Safari 3.0.2 (522.12)
- Dell Dimension 8200 desktop, Windows XP SP2
2.53 GHz Intel® Pentium® 4 CPU, 1.00 GB RAM
3. Firefox 2.0.0.5
4. Internet Explorer 7.0.5730.11
For Firefox, new profiles were created for testing. For the other browsers, their
caches were cleared.
Exhibit's performance was measured in two ways: by its load time and by its
interactivity time. The only independent variable was the number of items in the
test exhibit, which varied from 500 to 2,500. The results are shown in Figure 3.16
and Figure 3.17, which will be explained below.
3.5.1.1 Load Time
Load time was divided into two stages:
* Data loading: populating the database with data that has already been re-
ceived at the browser, thus excluding network traffic cost;
- UI rendering: constructing the initial presentation of the exhibit, which in-
cludes all the costs of computing the facets, querying the database for data to
construct the lenses, and actually generating DOM elements.
There were two variations of UI rendering:
- All items were sorted by label and rendered in a tile view.
- All items were sorted by label but only the first 10 were rendered.
Four platform/browser configurations combined with two variations of UI
rendering yielded the eight charts shown in Figure 3.16. These charts show that
UI rendering cost considerably more than data loading, and that by rendering only
the first 10 items, reasonable load time performance (under 5 seconds) could be
achieved in all tested platform/browser configurations for 1,000 item exhibits.
3.5.1.2 Interactivity Time
To test interactivity time, I measured the time it took from clicking on a facet value
with a count of 3 (after the test exhibit has finished loading and rendering) to when
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the exhibit has finished rendering the filtered set of items and updating the facets.
There were also two variations of initial UI rendering as in the load time test, pro-
ducing a total of eight traces in the two plots in Figure 3.17. Rendering all items at
the beginning did affect the filtering time substantially, perhaps because there was a
high cost for removing generated DOM elements. Responsive performance (within
half a second) could be achieved in all platform/browser configurations if only 10
items were rendered initially.
These test results yielded encouraging evidence that reasonable performance
is achievable by Exhibit's client-side approach. More browser optimizations and
faster hardware will soon make Exhibit scale better. Already we see that the latest
beta version of Safari double the speed of the latest released version of Firefox on
the same platform.
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Mac OSX 10.4.10,2.16 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo, 2 GB 667 DDR2 SDRAM
Rendering All Items
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Figure 3.16. Exhibit's load-time performance results on four configurations (two
operating systems, two browsers per operating system) with the number of items
as the independent variable. At 1000 items, by rendering only the first 10 items,
the data loading and UI rendering times combined take shorter than 5 seconds
on all configurations.
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Rendering All Items
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- Firefox 2 (Win)
+ Firefox 2 (Mac)
*-- Safari 3
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Figure 3.17. The times taken to filter down to 3 items from the same initial
configurations in Figure 3.16. By rendering only the first 10 items initially, the
filtering times on all configurations can be reduced to below one second even for
exhibits containing 2500 items in total.
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3.5.2 Usage
Eight months after Exhibit 1.0 was released, server logs indicate that more than
800 web pages link to the Exhibit API. Note that deploying Exhibit as a Web API
serves two purposes: letting Exhibit authors do away with downloading and setting
up software as well as allowing us to track actual usage of Exhibit through referrals
in our server logs.
Table 3.1 shows usage of Exhibit at several top level domains. Many of them
are attempts to follow a tutorial for creating exhibits. Some are broken and aban-
doned attempts; some are duplicate versions of the same exhibits; and a few are in
foreign languages which I do not understand.
It is very difficult to categorize the rest as they are very unique and different
from one another, as much as existing web sites are unique. An early attempt to
group them by topics is shown in Table 3.2. Note the many esoteric topics that
form the long tail distribution. Even within a single topic such as "people" there
is diversity, ranging from university presidents, to army officers, to tavern keepers.
These exhibits can contain as few as three items, to as many as 1,700. A few have
been well designed visually, many have layouts and color themes copied off from
other exhibits, and the rest are bare. Out of those 700 or so pages, 175 make use
of the timeline view and 123 of the map view.
Figures 3.18 - 3.27 show ten exhibits created by real Exhibit authors. Figure
3.18 shows an exhibit that has been created by someone who claimed in an e-mail
message to me not to be a programmer. Even though there is plenty of informa-
tion online about music composers, he still felt compelled to create a "database" of
music composers.
Figure 3.19 displays information about historical figures. It is meant to be
classroom materials for grade six. Even though the same materials are available
elsewhere, this teacher wanted to present them to his students in a different way,
perhaps to match the rest of his own curriculum. Similarly, a Charmed TV series
fan put up Figure 3.20 even an official episode guide exists.
On the other hand, the information shown in Figure 3.2 1-information about
someone's ancestors-will unlikely be published anywhere else, as it is very per-
sonal information. Similarly, the data about sweet products of a small Spanish shop
shown in Figure 3.22 is unique.
Figure 3.23 shows an exhibit of banned books. By making it easier for end us-
ers to publish arbitrary data, Exhibit makes such information, shunned by official
sources, more likely to see the light of day. From this perspective, Exhibit serves as
a tool for empowerment.
Exhibit is also found to be a useful organization tool thanks to its faceted brows-
ing and flexible visualization features: Figure 3.24 shows information about little
league games and practices. Several tabular views are configured to show the same
data differently, perhaps to different groups in the exhibit's target audience. The
four digit numbering scheme in the events' labels indicates expected long-term
use.
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More interestingly, Exhibit has been found useful even by programmers. The
programmer responsible for implementing a browsing interface for the learning
resources in the Language Learning and Resource Center at MIT chose Exhibit
over building his own web application and have made several exhibits, including
the one shown in Figure 3.25.
Similarly, a database researcher has found it easier to make an exhibit of his
publications, seen in Figure 3.26, than to build his own database-backed publica-
tion site.
Finally, semantic web researchers have turned to Exhibit as a means to display
their data (Figure 3.27), especially because they have no tool to display their data in
such a usable and useful manner.
3.6 Summary
This chapter explored several ideas that made publishing data to the Web in brows-
able and reusable forms easy for casual users, those without programming skills.
Embodying these ideas, the lightweight publishing framework Exhibit has let a few
hundred people create richly interactive web sites with maps and timelines.
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Table 3.2. A survey of real-world exhibits by topics
shows a long tail distribution.
Table 3. 1. A survey of real-world ex-
hibits by topics shows adoption in many
top level domains.
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M~usk Composer Researc! Databag eor Al0 Eras
* tt /vwruiemg omE~~/opsr~m
Music Composer Research Database
The information in this database Is intended to be a starting point for research and study into
the great composers of classical music.
The information about each composer is provided in a clean, visual format that will help you see the
relationships between the various composers of the Medieval Period, the Renaissance, the Baroque
Era, the Classical Era, the Romantic Era, and current Twentleth Century music. For more detailed
information on how to use this database please visit the instruction manual at MusicEdMagicrcom
Ads by Ggg& Dyvon Farm iy ty 30Mrset Gareat H 01T ealoN, _,
VIEW TIMEUE - VIEW ALL INFO - MAP PLACES OF BIRTH - PLACE OF DEATH - PLACE OF BURIAL
64 items
Only 55 can be plotted on the imelie.
-D
Search
Ads by G0409k
P y- ft Gtlda
Era
Baroque
cbgsi-a*
Ranarta U
T%*rth 1Cortury
Amweraw Fork
Blacifac Lmtreby
Cworz
BL-thCountry
AustkfBtsCOeiuy
Figure 3.18. An exhibit of 64 music composers from the eleventh century to the
present day The composers can be viewed on a timeline by their lifetimes, and on
maps by their birth places, death places, and burial places. They can be browsed
by the music eras, by their major genres, and by their countries of birth. Even
with all the information about composers already on the Web, someone still feels
compelled to create his own research "database" of composers.
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<1666 1616 &~d. 601.
Important 6th Grade SOL Figures pore
I Journalist
This is more than a web page. This is an interadive site that allows you to manipulate and sort the data with Patriot
just a dick or two. If you'd like to see an example of the page in use clck here Philosopher
I.PoetTABLE e DETAILS * PHOTOS a BIRTH PLACES * SITES OF DEMISE * LIVES 2 Politician
9People tot ----- - 6 President
as Civil War
Colonial
4 Exploration
New Nation
6 Revolutionary War
to o
Figure 3.19. An exhibit of 19 important figures in history that serves as edu-
cational materials in a grade 6 classroom. Even though the same materials are
available elsewhere, each teacher might want to present them to their students in
a different way, adding personal insights that match the rest of their curriculum.
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Figure 3.20. An exhibit of 178 episodes from the Charmed TV series.
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S tti'p Jww.gageandtm.com/famity historylancestors.ht'-
Ancestral Map and Timeline
This Is a map and timeline showing how the Ives of my ancestors overlapped.
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Figure 3.21. An exhibit of 82 ancestors containing a timeline and maps of
birth places and death places. The people can be browsed by their last names,
lineage, birth regions, and death regions. The information found in this exhibit
will unlikely be on any other web site. That is, even with Wikipedia and Freebase
growing in size everyday, some information will just never find its way into such
public repositories.
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Figure 3.22. An exhibit of 77 sweet products in a Spanish shop. For such a
small business, investing in a full three-tier web application is costly.
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S r C yracuvse Unievrity Library :: S ed Bok Week C3
-e e 7 *N:ire bra s.eu/inonaionbannedtmosIextithrt nii j t C-
Celebrate Your Freedom - Read a Banned Book
Syracuse University library observes Banned Books Week, September 29 - October 6, 2007, as a part of the
LLNew' e .scring _4 Public Cpnmm racapns year-long First Amendment Celebration. For more information
about Banned Books Week, contact Tasha Cooper, nac!oopq9s~r.edy or visit the resource pages hosted by the
American Library Association.
THUMBSAILS * DETAILS - TIMELINE
11 CternsvtItems : ------
sorted by: type; then by .. grouped as sorted * C show duplicates
Adult Book
sVwu a&#"y
by Mark Twain and
Lester Ralph
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Sexual Situations
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Figure 3.23. An exhibit of I1 banned books. Certain materials may never find
their way into official discourse. Empowering end users to publish is even more
important a cause.
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nh am Lttie Lague FEnts iselect Pracice and Care Table view
hnp:I/www.cheltenhamrlttleleague.
Cheltenham Little League Events
+ Instructions Select your team in 'AIlTeam.Events" below to get all of the events for your team
Date Sport Event Alljeamvents
01/02/07 baseball game CLL12
01/03/07 softball practice CU20
01/05/07 t-bat tournament CLLS
01/09/07 CLLA
01/10/07 EAlZ
01/22/07 ' EM
07/01/07 2JYM 4
PRACTICE AND GAME TABLE * UMPIRES TABLE - GAME, PRACTICE AND UMPIRE TILE
10 tem CAl
Label. Date Start Sport Event Location Field Home ' Away Practice All Teams
0001 01/02/07 09:00 baseball practce CAA CAA1 CLLIZ CLL12
0002 01/02/07 10:30 baseball practice CAA CAA3 CLL5 CLLs
0003 01/03/07 1i:O softball game CYRL. OYR1 CLL12 EM EAA and
CLL12
0004 01/03/07 13:30 t-bal 1 practice OYRLL OYR1 CLO CL16
OD05 01/05/07 14t00 softba game EA EAW EA12 CLL12 CLL12 and0005 JWSIEA3 I.AIECL12
0006 01/09/07 10:00 t-alt practice jYRLL OYR2 OPEN OPEN
OW 01/09/07 11:00 softball g CAA2 CLLS CLL6d
OWS 01/10/07115:30 baseball practice CAA CAA2 OPEN OPEN
0009 01/22/07 1400 softball tournament CAA I CAA1 CLL20 JYA4 JYMand
CLL20 :
0010 02/01/07 14:00 softball practice OYRLL OYR4  CLL6[CL6_
Done 0
Figure 3.24. An exhibit for organizing little league sport games. It is filled with
acronyms and is tailored for a very small audience, to whom it proves useful.
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Figure 3.25. An exhibit of 867 teaching resources in the Language Learning
and Resource Center at MIT Its author is skilled in server-side programming but
he still finds Exhibit a quick way to build a browsable interface for his data.
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N I htp /imwei 't rdL/dfla/ /dsplypubs iiiI
Daniel Abadi's Publications
6 Publications tc publicationtype
iConference Paper
sorted by: year, publicationtype, and Yonti; then by. - grouped as sorted -2 show duplicates n p
Journal Article
2007 (5) 1 Technical Report
Thesis
Conference Paper (4)
VLDB (2)
Scalable Semantic Web Data Management Using - - venu
Vertical Partitioning 2 CIDR
Abadi, Daniel J., Marcus, Adam, Madden, Samuel R., and Hollenbach, Kate 1 ICDE
tnVt.DB 3 SIGMOD
Efficient management of RDF data is an important factor in realizing the VLDB
Semantic Web vision. Performance and scalability issues are becoming VLDB Joumal
increasingly pressing as Semantic Web technology is applied to real-world
applications. In this paper, we examine the reasons why current data
management solutions for RDF data scale poorly, and explore the fundamental
scalability limitations of these approaches. We review the state of the art for
improving performance for RDF databases and consider a recent suggestion,
property tables'. We then discuss practically and empirically why this solution
has undesirable features. As an improvement, we propose an altornative yer
solution: vertically partitioning the RDF data. We compare the performance of 2 2002
vertical partitioning with prior art on queries generated by a Web-based RDF - 2003
browser over a large-scale (more than 50 million triples) catalog of library data.
Our results show that a vertical partitioned schema achieves similar performance 2004
to the property table technique while being much simpler to design, Further, if a 2005
column-oriented DBMS (a database architected specially for the vertically 2006
partitioned case) is used instead of a row-oriented DBMS, another order of 6 2007
magnitude performance improvement is observed, with query times dropping
from minutes to several seconds.
[PDF 246 KB
authors
1 it.AbadiLDanletL.
Figure 3.26. An exhibit of a database researcher's publications, who finds it
easier to use Exhibit than to build a database-backed web site for his publications.
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114 http /jaasw 3org/200l /swsveo/puauc/LseasesOverviewslrmi 7 -
Tehnloy nd$otySe mantic Web
Semantic Web Education and Outreach Interest Group:
Case Studies and Use Cases
Case studies include descriptions of systems that have been deployed within an organization, and are now being used within a production environment- Use cases
nclude examples where an organization has built a prototype system, but it is not currently being used by business functions.
The list is updated regularly, as new entries are submitted to the interest Group. There is also an R551.0feed that you can use to keep track of new submissions.
22 entry
sorted by: entrytype and labels; then by... ( grouped as sorted
Case study (13)
1. An Inteltilent Search Engine for Online Services for Public Administrations, Municipalty of Zaragoza (Case
study)
Contributed by: JesOs Fernndez Rutz
2. An Ontoogy of Cantabria's Cultural. Heritage, Fundaci6n Marcetino Botin (Case study)
Contributed by: Francisca Hernandez
3. Composing Safer Dnw Regimens for the Individual Patient usir Semantic Web Technolovies,
PharmaSURVEYOR Inc. (Case study)
Contributed by: Erick Von Schmeber
4. Enhancing Content Search UsIna the Semantic Web, Siderean Software and Oracle Corporation (Case study)
Contributed by' Mike DiLascic and Justin KesteLyn
5. Geographic efeentng Framework, Ordnance Survey (Case study)
Contributed by: Catherine Dolbear
6. improving the Reliability of internet Search Results Using Search Thresher, Segala (Case study)
Contributed by: David Rooks
7. Reaw Time Sugeestion of Related ideas in the Financiat Industry, Bankinter (Case study)
Contributed by: Jose Luis Bas Unbe
8. Semantic Content Description to imorove discovery. Vodafone Group Research & Development (Case
study)
Contributed by: Kevin Smith
9. Semantic Web Technology for Public Health Situation Awareness, School of Health Information Sciences,
University of Texas (Case study)
Done
Search facets:
Application
2 828 integration
S business organization
cultural heritage
8 data integration
eGovernment
geographic information
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Country
&elgium
China
France
india
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italy
6 Spain
Institution's Activity area
aeronautics
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..... /..
Figure 3.27. An exhibit of Semantic Web case studies and use cases. Exhibit is
making Semantic Web data useful by making it viewable by end users.
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Just as Exhibit has wrapped up much complexity in the conventional three-tier web
application architecture in order to making data publishing easy enough for casual
users, to bring web data extraction technologies to casual users we must also wrap
them up in a ready-to-use package.
- First, some set of commonly needed features such as sorting and filtering can
be provided out-of-the-box.
- Second, to keep the user's visual context from before to after extraction, and
to take advantage of already well designed visual elements from the original web
page, the presentation elements in the original page are reused as much as possible.
In particular, when a data record is extracted from a part of the original page, that
fragment of the page is also extracted so that in order to show that data record later
on, we can simply show the fragment again. The rest of the web page, which does
not contain data to extract, is kept as-is.
- Finally, direct manipulation "handles" can be inserted right into the web
page, next to each data value, so that the user can essentially grab a data value and
interact with it, such as invoking a sorting or filtering command. This application
of direct manipulation lets us do away with extracting field labels or with requiring
the user to label the fields herself.
These ideas have been built into a browser extension called Sifter that can
augment a sequence of web pages (typically search result pages) in-place with filter-
ing and sorting functionality while requiring from the user as few as two clicks.
The remainder of this chapter first describes the user interface of Sifter from the
extraction phase to the augmentation phase. Next, the data extraction algorithm is
explained. Finally, evaluations of the algorithm and the user interface are reported
and discussed.
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4.1 User Interface Design
User interaction with Sifter consists of two stages:
- extraction, when the system ascertains which parts of the web site to extract,
and gives the user feedback about this process; and
- augmentation, when the system adds new controls to the web page and the
browser that allow the user to filter and sort the extracted items in-place.
4.1.1 Extraction User Interface
Sifter's user interface resides within a pane docked to the right side of the web
browser (Figure 4.1). When the user first visits a web site, the Sifter pane shows
a single button that, when clicked, triggers the detection of items on the current
web page as well as links to subsequent pages, if any. An item is, for example, a
product as in Figure 4.1. Items are highlighted in-place, and the total number of
items spanning the detected series of pages is displayed prominently in the pane. If
the system has incorrectly detected the items or the subsequent-page links, the user
can correct it by clicking on an example item or a subsequent-page link in the web
page. Once the Continue button (Figure 4.1) is clicked, the extraction process starts
and Sifter pops up a dialog box showing the subsequent web pages being down-
loaded. Over all, getting the data extracted usually takes two button clicks.
During the extraction process, Sifter locates all items on all the web pages,
extracts field values from each item as well as its HTML code, and stores each item
as a record in a local database. For example, the local database accumulated from
extracting the 7 pages of 59 items in Figure 4.1 would contain 59 records, each
having one text field (title), two numeric fields (price and percent saving), and an
HTML code fragment representing the entire item. This code fragment is used as a
rendering of the item when the result set is filtered or sorted.
4.1.1.1 Making Corrections
If the items are detected incorrectly, the user can click on the Locate Items but-
ton (Figure 4.1) and the Sifter pane will change to highlighting mode (Figure 4.2).
In this mode, as the user moves the mouse cursor over the web page, the system
inspects the smallest HTML element under the mouse cursor, generalizes it to other
similar elements on the page, expands those elements to form whole items, and
highlights these candidate items with translucent overlays. When the user is sat-
isfied with the highlighting, she can click the mouse button and the Sifter pane
switches out of its highlighting mode.
There was consideration to eliminate the extraction UI altogether and provide
a correction UI after the extraction process has finished. However, as the extraction
process may be lengthy and not completely reliable, providing a preview of what
the system is going to do makes the wait more acceptable and gives the user a sense
of greater control over the system.
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Figure 4.1. Sifter provides a one-click interface for triggering the detection of
items and pages. One more button click starts the extraction process.
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Candidate items are highlighted
and their indices and count are
shown as watermarks.
Position of mouse
pointer helps identify
items to be extracted.
The whole Web page is shown in miniature for an
overview of the highlighted items, bringing atten-
tion to misses evident as whitespace gaps, if any.
NM
Figure 4.2. Sifter's highlighting mode provides an interactive mechanism for the
user to correct the automatic detection of items by hovering the mouse pointer
over the web page and clicking once the items have been highlighted correctly.
4.1.2 Augmentation User Interface
Figure 4.4 shows Sifter in action as the user makes use of new filtering and sorting
functionality. An asterisk is inserted after each field value in the web page. When an
asterisk is clicked, a browsing control box is displayed in the Sifter pane, containing the
filtering and sorting controls for that field. Hovering the mouse pointer over either
a field's asterisks or its browsing control box highlights both synchronously, so that
the user can tell which browsing control box corresponds to which asterisk, and
hence, which field. By keeping the original presentations of the items, Sifter can
provide affordance for applying direct manipulation techniques on the field values
without ever knowing the field labels.
As the user invokes filtering and sorting commands, Sifter dynamically rewires
the web page to show the set of items satisfying the current filters in the current
sorting order, as if the web site itself had performed the filtering and sorting op-
erations. Sifter does so by removing the HTML fragment of each item on the page
and then injecting into the same slots (where those removed fragments previously
fit) the HTML fragments of the items satisfying the current dynamic query. These
HTML fragments are retrieved from the local database, so there is no need to make
a request to the original site when the dynamic query changes.
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Items satisfying the current dynamic
query are inserted into the original
Web page as if the Web site itself
has performed the query.
Extraneous content (e.g., spon-
sor links) is faded away to avoid
confusion and distraction.
Sorting controls
for a field
Paging controls for the
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Figure 4.4. After extraction is complete, the Sifter pane hosts filtering and sort-
ing controls, which when invoked, re-render the resulting items inside the same
web page (without needing to contact the original web server again).
Since exploring the collection of items may involve clicking a link to view de-
tails about an item, Sifter stores the query state and automatically restores it when
the user returns to the augmented page.
4.1.2.1 Filtering
The filtering controls for different field types (text, numbers, date/time) manage
the field values differently. For numbers and date/time fields the values are clas-
sified into ranges and sub-ranges hierarchically, while for text fields the values are
listed individually. Selecting a value or a range filters the current collection of items
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down to only those having that value or having values in that range. Multi-selection
in a single field adds disjunctive query terms. Filtering on more than one field
forms conjunctive queries. Selecting and de-selecting field values or ranges in a
browsing control box updates the available values and ranges in other boxes as in
any dynamic query interface [67].
Note that filtering in Sifter is equivalent to faceted browsing in Exhibit (the
different terminologies are an artifact of the evolution of my research). Whereas in
Exhibit each facet has a label (taken from the corresponding property's label or as-
signed explicitly by the publisher), in Sifter none of the browsing control boxes has
label. Furthermore, in Exhibit, a facet's class (list or numeric range) and placement
are determined by the publisher who knows the data and is interested in making
her exhibit look and behave however she feels appropriate. In contrast, a Sifter
user does not know a web page's data as well and is only interested in sorting or
filtering the items therein. For that reason, Sifter takes a more utility-focused than
creativity-focused approach: the user is not given control over how the browsing
control boxes look and their classes (list, numeric range, or date range) are chosen
automatically as much as possible.
4.1.2.2 Visual Context
While the user is using Sifter's filtering and sorting functionality, the rest of the
original web page is kept for three reasons:
" To maintain visual context so that the user does not have to orient herself in
a completely new view of the same information she was seeing before invok-
ing Sifter.
- To avoid throwing away vital information that helps the user understand the
items. For instance, the fact that the sale prices are only applicable to students
might not be embedded in every item's presentation but is isolated in another
part of the page. It would be hard to extract that piece of information.
- To make features offered by the original page still accessible to the user.
However, while preserved, the rest of the page is faded out to visually indicate a
disconnection between the features in the original page and the items under Sifter's
control. The original status indicators (e.g., number of items, number of pages)
are faded to imply that they no longer apply to the items inside the web page. The
original pagination, sorting, and browsing controls are faded to imply that invoking
them would switch out of Sifter's augmentation mode and let the user interact with
the original web site.
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4.2 Data Extraction
Given the user interface design described above that requires minimal user inter-
vention during the extraction phase, this section explains how the data extraction
algorithm is designed to support that interface. The extraction algorithm consists
of three steps: locating items to extract; identifying subsequent web pages; and
parsing useful field values from each item.
4.2.1 Item Detection
Let us posit that for many sequences of web pages containing lists of items (e.g.,
search results, product listings), there exists an XPath [38] that can precisely ad-
dress the set of items on each page. Thus, our item detection algorithm involves
deriving such an XPath. (The cases where each item consists of sibling or cousin
nodes [78] will be addressed in future work.) Let us also posit that this XPath can
be computed just from the sample items on the first page in a sequence of pages.
These assumptions are expected to generally hold on database-backed web sites
that generate HTML from templates as opposed to hand-writing their HTML.
The algorithm is based on two observations. First, in most item collections,
each item contains a link, often to a detail page about the item. So, links are likely
to be useful as starting points for generating hypotheses for the XPath. Second, the
item collection is typically the main purpose of the web page, so the items them-
selves consume a large fraction of the page's visual real-estate. This gives us a way
to choose the most likely hypothesis, namely, the one that uses the largest area of
the page.
The item detection algorithm starts by collecting all unique XPaths to <A> ele-
ments on the current web page. For each element, its XPath is calculated by string-
ing together the tag names of all elements from the document root down to that
element. CSS class names are also included. The resulting XPath looks something
like this: /HTML/BODY/TABLE/TBODY/TD/DIV[@class='product'] /SPAN/A. Each
such XPath is general enough to cover more than just the original <A> element,
but restrictive enough to address only those elements similar to it. This is called the
generalization phase, as illustrated by the straight arrows in Figure 4.3.
Each of these <A> XPaths addresses a collection of <A> elements that could
correspond one-to-one with the collection of items to be detected. We wish to find
which of these <A> XPaths corresponds to a collection of items that take the larg-
est amount of screen space.
Next, each <A> XPath is expanded to fully encompass the hypothetical items
that the <A> elements reside within. To expand an XPath, we repeatedly append
/. . to it (see the curved arrows in Figure 4.3). As /. . is appended, the set of HTML
elements that the XPath addresses gets closer and closer to the document root. As
long as the cardinality of that set remains unchanged, each HTML element in that
set still resides spatially inside a hypothetical item. When the cardinality of the set
drops, the XPath has been expanded too much such that it now describes the par-
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/HTML/BODY/TABLE/TBODY/TR/TD/DIV[@class='product']/S
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Figure 4.3. Given a starting HTML element, an item XPath is constructed by
generalization to similar elements (straight arrows) and then expansion (curved
arrows).
ent node(s) of the hypothetical items. For example, in Figure 4.3, if we append
another /. ., the resulting XPath would address a single TBODY element rather than
two TR elements. We stop appending/. . just before that happens. The result is a
candidate item XPath.
Note that we append /.. rather than truncate ending segments because trun-
cation loses information. If the XPath in Figure 4.3 were instead truncated 4 times,
the resulting XPath, /HTML/BODY/TABLE/TBODY/TR, would have included the mid-
dle TR, which does not have a link inside and could be extraneous, intervening con-
tent. Using /. . guarantees matching only nodes that have the link inside them.
For each candidate item XPath, we calculate the total screen space covered by
the HTML elements it addresses. The candidate item XPath with the largest screen
space wins and is then used to add highlight overlays to the web page.
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4.2.2 Subsequent-Page Detection
Two heuristics are used to automatically detect subsequent pages. The heuristics
are run in the order presented below, and when one succeeds, its results are taken
as final.
4.2.2.1 Link Label Heuristic
Often, a web page that belongs in a sequence of pages contains links to the other
pages presented as a sequence of page numbers, e.g.,
Pages: 1 [2] [3] [4] [5] [Next] [Last]
Occasionally, such a sequence shows not the page numbers but the indices of the
items starting on those pages, e.g.,
Items: 1-10 [11-20] [21-30]
This heuristic attempts to pick out URLs from such a sequence of linearly increas-
ing numbers. First, the text labels of all <A> links on the current web page are
parsed. Only labels that contain numbers are kept. They are then grouped by the
XPaths generated from the <A> elements. For each XPath, the numbers parsed
from the labels are sorted in ascending order. Only those XPaths with linearly in-
creasing sequences of numbers are kept. These final candidates are then sorted by
the lengths of their sequences. The XPath with the longest sequence is then used
to pick out URLs to subsequent pages. If there is a tie, the XPath whose sequence
increases at the highest rate wins. This heuristic fails if no XPath has a linearly
increasing sequence of numbers.
4.2.2.2 URL Parameter Heuristic
URLs of pages in a sequence often encode the page numbers or the starting item
indices as numeric URL parameters. For instance, Amazon.com encodes page
numbers in the page parameter and Yahoo.com encodes starting item indices in
the b parameter (Table 4.1). This heuristic attempts to detect such parameters so
that URIs to subsequent pages can be generated. The URLs pointed to by all the
links on the current web page are parsed to extract out URL parameters. For each
parameter that has numeric values, its numeric values are collected in an array
and sorted in ascending order. Then, only parameters whose values form linearly
increasing sequences are kept. These final candidates are sorted by the lengths of
their value sequences. The parameter with the longest sequence is then used to
generate URLs to subsequent pages. If there is a tie, the parameter whose sequence
increases at the highest rate wins. This heuristic fails if no parameter has a linearly
increasing sequence of values.
If these heuristics fail then the user can intervene and point at the link to
one of the subsequent pages (not necessarily the immediately following page). The
XPath of that link is then computed, which describes a collection of <A> elements.
Given such a collection of <A> elements, the following heuristic is used to pick out
the one that points to the next page.
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4.2.2.3 Next Page Heuristic
Table 4.1 gives some sample URL spaces of contemporary web sites. Pages in a
sequence might not differ by only one URL parameter which encodes either the
page number or the index of the starting item. In some cases, more parameters are
inserted (e.g., %5Fencoding=UTF8 at Amazon.com) and some existing ones are re-
moved (e.g., search-alias=aps at Amazon.com). In other cases, URL parameters
are not used at all (e.g., at Dogpile.com). Rather, some segments of the URL are
used to specify the current page. Worse yet, the whole URL of the current page is
encoded as a single URL parameter to another domain for some tracking purpose
(e.g., at Yahoo.com).
The next page heuristic sorts candidate URLs together with the current page's
URL and picks out the URL immediately "larger" than the current page's URL.
Simple string sorting does not work as page=1O will be "less" than page=9. Instead,
each URL is broken into fragments separated by /, ?, and &. Then the URLs are
sorted by comparing corresponding fragments that contain numbers. (This heuris-
tic cannot handle Yahoo's URL space as shown in Table 4.1.)
Amazon.com (search for "metallica")
http: //www.amazon.com/gp/search/ref=brsshs/103-8791841-3931026?search-
Page 1 alias=aps&keywords=metallica
http://www.amazon.com/gp/search/103-8791841-3931026?%5Fencoding=UTF8&keywords=metal
Page 2 1ica&rh=i%3Aaps%2Ck%3Ametallica&page=2
Dogpile.com (search for "haystack")
Page 1 http://www.dogpile.com/info.dogpl/search/web/haystack/l/-/1/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-
http://www.dogpile.com/info.dogpl/search/web/haystack/21/
2 0/ 2 /-//-/1/1/l/
Page 2 off/-/-/-/on%253A1142948788129/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-
/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/0/417/top/-/Moderate/O/1
Yahoo.com (search for "piggy bank")
Page 1 http: //search.yahoo.com/search?p=piggy+bank&sm=Yahoo%21+Search&fr=FP-tab-web-
t&toggle=1&cop=&ei=UTF-8
r C-. v ]
1.,' /http%3a//search.yahoo.com/search%3fp=piggy%2bbank%26sm=Yahoo%
252 1%2bSe
Page 2 arch%26toggle=1%26ei=UTF-8%26xargs=12KPjglhVSt4GrmvmnCOObHb%255F%252DvjOZlpi3g5UzTYR6a9
RL8nQJDqADN%255F2aP%255FdLHL9y7XrQOJOkvqV2HOs3qODiIxkSdWH8UbKsmJS5%255FIppC
7 fdaXlzO4Edh
Lu3xdZvcEwddl%252DCKIGrnZrMAebJ%26pstart=6%26fr=FP-tab-web-t%
2 6b=l1l
EA I 1436416. 4 / * *http%3a//search.yahoo.com/search%3fp=piggy%2bbank%26sm=Yahoo%25 21%2bSe
arch%26toggle=1%26ei=UTF-8%26xargs=12KPjglwlSrYe9mvinCOOb~b%255F%252DvjOZlpi298gfUcw7Ct
Page 3 db8wZsHdFKaMee27khE7c73zzVzoPFrx4lLLvKhaK6UAbWdU%255F9KP537Zco%255FblIfv
7yHZF8ny4dx
2bJh
NJ%252DxEnwUSzgO%255FG96gL9PZrI51h56MlamFqDYcL67GOa3P8trJbq2yZ4717PQqtGvrUp
4fyPAxY%25 2D
U6xkfKiODxZKVmB6%252Ddtzhe%252DiJlwigB%252DQ5WgZqFw2DDMLDZ3WaL4660bkmfuYSNPN%26pstart=1
1%26fr=FP-tab-web-t%26b=21
Table 4.1. The URL spaces of web sites are diverse and opaque. They present
difficulties in determining the "next page" link given a page within a sequence
of search result pages. URL fragments that vary from page to page are in bold
typeface. Fragments that might specify page numbers or starting item indices are
underlined.
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4.2.3 Field Detection
Field values within the DOM fragments of items can be picked out if what vary
among the fragments can be isolated from what are common among many of them.
To detect what are common and what vary, any tree alignment algorithm [54, 63,
71] can be applied to these DOM fragments. The result of the tree alignment is a
DOM tree template with some nodes marked as variable and some nodes marked as
common, or non-variable. The non-variable nodes are decorative elements, and
the variable nodes correspond to fields. Generic field names (e.g., "fieldO", "field 1")
are then assigned to the variable nodes in the DOM tree template.
After field assignment is complete, the template is ready to be used. The DOM
fragment of each item to be extracted is aligned to the DOM tree template. If a
node in the item is aligned to a variable node in the template, its text content is
extracted and stored in the corresponding field.
4.2.3.1 Embedded, Typed Fields
Often, a field value does not take up a whole HTML text node. That is, you might
not find a price field value "14.99" to be the only text inside a DOM text node.
Instead, you might find that the text node contains "You save $14.99!" To handle
such cases, the tree alignment must work not at the granularity of HTML nodes, but
at the granularity of tokens within text nodes.
Care must be taken when parsing "You save $14.99!" into tokens lest "14" and
"99" be split into different tokens. Splitting "14" and "99" apart will cause two
different fields to be generated; sorting or filtering by a single price field is no lon-
ger possible. Similarly, splitting "Published on March 29, 1998" into tokens must
keep "March", "29", and "1998" together as a single date token. In other words,
tokenization must generate typed tokens for numbers and dates so that sorting and
filtering on the corresponding fields will be possible.
A side effect of tokenization is that paragraphs of text (e.g., product review
comments, publication abstracts) can cause too many fields to be generated as their
tokens don't align. To solve this problem, in the field assignment phase, if there are
too many variable tokens that are siblings of one another, then their immediate
parent is assigned a field name instead.
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4.3 Evaluation
Sifter has been tested for robustness in its extraction algorithm as well as for usabil-
ity in its user interface. The two evaluations are presented separately below.
4.3.1 Evaluation of Data Extraction
Sifter's extraction algorithm has been tested on 30 collections of items from 30
common web sites, including Amazon, Best Buy, CNET Reviews, Froogle, Target,
Walmart, and Yahoo Shopping (Table 4.3). These collections contain from about
25 to 450 items each, spanning from two to 25 pages, with each page containing
from nine to 50 items. The results are shown in Table 4.4.
The item detection algorithm worked perfectly on the first pages of 23 col-
lections (out of 30, 77% accuracy). For the failure cases, Sifter's item highlighting
tool was used and four cases were corrected. Overall, item XPaths could be found
for 27 of the 30 collections (90%). In the remaining three cases, items consisted of
sibling nodes, which we do not currently handle.
Among the 30 sites, 24 (80%) displayed sequences of page numbers, also called
page tables of content (rather than just "Next Page" links). The Link Label Heu-
ristic detected 13 sequences, and the URL Parameter Heuristic detected two ((13
+ 2)/24 = 63%). The Next Page Heuristic (requiring users' intervention) worked
on 9 of the remaining 15 cases (9/15 = 60%). Overall, subsequent pages could be
identified for 23 out of 30 collections (77%).
There were 21 collections for which item XPaths could be found and subse-
quent pages could be identified accurately. Out of these 21 collections, 19 were
perfectly extracted, yielding precisely the original numbers of items. The overall
accuracy of extraction is 19/30 = 63%.
Note that accuracy was measured per collection rather than per item as in
other data extraction work. To put this in perspective, the latest work on data ex-
traction [78] processed 72 manually provided pages from 49 sites and achieved 40/49
= 82% collection accuracy. Over the 23 collections for which subsequent pages
could be identified, our algorithm processed 176 pages automatically and achieved
19/23 = 82.6% collection accuracy.
The fields extracted that could be useful for filtering and sorting included: cur-
rent price, original price, percent saving, author, artist, medium, date, shipping op-
tion, brand, number of store reviews, number of bids, container size, city, etc.
4.3.2 Evaluation of User Interface
Since augmentation of web sites is a novel concept even to experienced web users,
a formative evaluation of Sifter's user interface has been conducted to determine
whether it was basically usable and useful, assuming the automatic extraction algo-
rithm performed its best.
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4.3.2.1 Design and Procedure
This study consisted of a structured task (during which the subjects took simple
steps to familiarize with Sifter) followed by an unstructured task (during which the
subjects employed their own knowledge of Sifter for problem solving).
At the beginning of each study session, the subject was told that she would
learn how to use something called Sifter herself but was given no particular in-
structions on how to use it. This was patterned after the study on the Flamenco
system in which the subjects were not introduced to the system in order to better
mimic real world situations [77].
Task #1 required the subject to:
- follow a sequence of simple steps to use the Sifter pane to sort and filter a
collection of 48 items spread over 3 web pages obtained by searching Ama-
zon.com for 'jeffrey archer." The desired final result was the sub-collection
of only hardcovers and paperbacks published in 2004 or later, sorted in de-
scending order by their used & new prices. The sequence of steps consisted
of high-level "filter by date" and "sort by price" instructions, not low-level UI
"click this button" and "select that list item" actions.
- use the Sifter pane by herself to obtain the list of 3 cheapest (if bought used)
paperbacks byJohn Grisham in 2005 from Amazon.com.
- spend no more than 5 minutes using only the Amazon web site, but not
Sifter, to find the 3 cheapest (if bought used) hardcovers by John Grisham
in 2004.
Task #2 required the subject to:
- use the Sifter pane to decide whether the sale on Prada products on Ashford.
com was good or not.
- use the Sifter pane to list 2 or 3 products among those that the subject con-
sidered good deals.
- use only the Ashford.com web site to judge whether the sale on Gucci prod-
ucts on Ashford.com was good or not, using the same criteria that the subject
had used in judging the sale on Prada products.
Amazon.com was chosen for Task #1 as its search results were very structured,
containing many fields useful for filtering and sorting. Furthermore, Amazon.com
is popular and the subjects were more likely to be familiar with it. Ashford.com was
chosen for Task #2 as its search results contained only two fields (price and percent
saving), making it simpler to perform the high-level task of judging its sales.
At the end of the session, the subject rated her agreement/disagreement with
12 statements (on a 9-point Likert scale) regarding her experience learning and
using Sifter.
4.3.2.2 Participants
Eight subjects (4 male, 4 female) were recruited by sending an e-mail message to a
mailing list and posting paper ads around a local college campus. Six were in their
20s, the other two were 30s and 40s. All 8 subjects used the Web almost everyday,
and all subjects visited Amazon.com at least a few times a month. None had ever
visited Ashford.com.
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Web Site Collection within Web Site #Items/Page x #Pages Has Page TOC? Total #Items
1. acehardware.com Kitchen faucets (plumbing) 9 x 5 0 44
2. adesso.us Keyboards 16 x 2 0 26
3. alibris.com Search for "John Grisham" 25 x 4 0 96
4. amazon.com Search for "Jeffrey Archer" 16 x 3 0 48
5. ashford.com Prada products 9 x 7 0 59
6. bargainoutfitters.com Women's footware 12 x 25 0 290
7. bestbuy.com Point & shoot digital cameras 25 x 5 0 111
8. buy.com Box sets 12 x 6 0 72
9. cameraworld.com SLR lens over $400 25 x 4 0 95
10. reviews.cnet.com Dell desktops 10 x 10 0 93
11. compusa.com Search for "hard drive" 20 x 15 0 287
12. dealtime.com Lavender (flowers and plants) 21 x 9 0 179
13. drugstore.com Hand creams (lotions) 15 x 6 0 87
14. antiques.listings.ebay.com Globes (maps, atlases, globes) 50 x 9 0 444
15. essentialapparel.com Women's sportswear 10 x 6 0 55
16. froogle.google.com Search for "rebel xt" 10 x 10+ 0 >100
17. newegg.com Notebooks/laptops, $1500-$2000 20 x 3 0 42
18. nextag.com Hotels in Boston, 3* 15 x 4 0 58
19. nordstrom.com Women's wallets & accessories 21 x 4 0 74
20. officedepot.com Fully adjustable chairs 10 x 6 0 55
21. overstock.com Coins & stamps (collectibles) 24 x 3 0 58
22. radioshack.com All MP3 players & ipods 10 x 5 0 50
23. rochesterclothing.com Casual pants 20 x 3 0 53
24. shoebuy.com Adidas, womens, 6.5 12 x 3 0 26
25. shopping.com Stainless steel rings < $50 30 x 8 0 236
26. smartbargains.com Ties (men's apparel) 16 x 2 0 28
27. target.com Clearance "table" 20 x 14 0 276
28. tigerdirect.com Digital photo printers 10 x 4 0 38
29. walmart.com Houseware, $20-$50 20 x 4 0 76
30. shopping.yahoo.com PDA cell phones 15 x 15 0 222
3378
Table 4.3. Thirty popular retailer web sites were used to test Sifter's web data extraction algorithm. A
search or browse operation was performed on each site and the number of result items per page and the
number of result pages were noted. Whether the first search result page contained a table of content of
links to subsequent result pages (as opposed to "Next" links) was also recorded as it affected the algorithm.
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Pages Detected? - Correctable By Users?
Items Detected? - Correctable By Users?
Has Page TOC?
Web Site
Total Original #ltems
Total #ltemns Extracted - Perfect extraction?
Useful Fields
1. acehardware.com 0 0 0 44 44 / price
2. adesso.us 0 0 00 26 16
3. alibris.com * 0 0 96 96 / author, old price, new price, quick buy
price, signed copies?
4. amazon.com 0 0 0 48 48 / author, type, date, total # items, buy
new original price, buy new current
price, used & new price, shipping info
5. ashford.com 0 0 0 59 59 / price, percent saving
6. bargainoutfitters.com 0 0 00 290 290 / price
7. bestbuy.com 0 00 0 111 0
8. buy.com 0 0 00 72 72 V artist, price, saving
9. cameraworld.com 0 00 00 95 95 / price
10. reviews.cnet.com 0 0 00 93 93 / price
11. compusa.com 0 0 00 287 287 / brand
12. dealtime.com 0 0 00 179 179 / # store reviews
13. drugstore.com 0 00 00 87 15 price, size
14. antiques.listings.ebay.com 0 0 0 444 444 V # bids, price
15. essentialapparel.com 0 0 00 55 110 old price, current price
16. froogle.google.com 0 0 0 >100 100 V mininum price
17. newegg.com 0 0 00 42 20 shipping fee, # reviews
18. nextag.com 0 0 0 58 55 city, zip code, price 1, price 2
19. nordstrom.com 0 0 0 74 74 / price
20. officedepot.com 0 00 0 55 0
21. overstock.com 0 0 00 58 24
22. radioshack.com 0 0 0 50 50 V has ratings?, out of stock/in store/on-
I_ _ Iline, 1-2 or 2-3 days shipping
23. rochesterclothing.com 0 00 0 53 52 price
24. shoebuy.com 0 00 00 26 26 / on sale?, price, % off, original price
25. shopping.com 0 00 00 236 0
26. smartbargains.com 0 0 00 28 28 / retail value, our price, % saving, # left
27. target.com 0 0 0 276 276 / list price, our price, save amount, save
percent, shipping info
28. tigerdirect.com 0 0 0 38 38 V price, in stock or shipping info, brand
29. walmart.com 0 00 76 76 v/
30. shopping.yahoo.com 0 0 00 222 210 exact price
3378 2820
Table 4.4. The results of testing Sifter's web data extraction algorithm. Whenever the algorithm failed,
user intervention was attempted and the intervention's success was recorded. User intervention brought
the overall success of locating items to 9 0% and of locating subsequent pages to 7 7 %. The success rate for
recovering whole collections was 19/30 = 6 3 %.
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All subjects had used the Web for more than just shopping. They had searched
for some combinations of the following types of information: news; images; con-
tact information of people and organizations; maps and driving directions; hobbies
(e.g., recipes, chess); reviews (on restaurants, movies, books, products); tutorials (e.g.,
languages, logics); and professional research (e.g., publications, scientific data).
4.3.2.3 Apparatus
Subjects received $10 each for participating in a 30 - 45 minute study session.
All sessions were conducted by one investigator on a single computer (Pentium 4
2.53GHz, 1.00GB) with an 18" LCD flat panel at 1600X 1200 resolution in 32-bit
color and a Microsoft Wireless IntelliMouse Explorer 2.0 (with mousewheel), run-
ning Microsoft Windows XP UI events were recorded in a timestamped log and the
investigator observed the subjects and took written notes.
4.3.2.4 Results
All subjects completed the parts of Task #1 involving Sifter. Only 5 out of 8 com-
pleted the parts involving using the Amazon web site without Sifter. The other sub-
jects could not learn how to use Amazon to perform sophisticated queries within
5 minutes. Among the 5 subjects who succeeded, only one made use of Amazon's
Advanced Search feature. The other 4, despite their previous experience with the
Amazon web site, could only sort the items by one criterion and manually scan the
list for items satisfying the other criteria. This indicates that advanced browsing
features implemented by the web browser in a unified manner across web sites may
be more discoverable, learnable, and usable than those same advanced features of-
ficially supported by individual web sites but have been suppressed in favor of more
commonly used functionality.
Seven subjects completed Task #2 and one refused to finish Task #2 as he said
he had no knowledge of Prada and Gucci products and thus could not judge their
sales. For the first part of Task #2, 6 out of the 7 subjects used Sifter to look at the
distribution of the percent saving. One subject could not understand how Sifter
would help her judge the sale.
Table 4.2 shows encouraging evidence that the subjects found Sifter powerful
yet easy to learn and use. However, the extraction process was thought to be slow.
Data extraction speed depends on network performance and web server respon-
siveness, but on average, each test collection of 50 or so items took 30 seconds to
extract.
Although there was no show-stopper problem with the user interface, some
users were taken aback by the verification step (when the system announced its
estimate of the items to be extracted and asked for confirmation). As they saw no
other choice except clicking "Continue," they did so just to see what would happen
next, in hope but not certain that that route would ultimately allow them to sort
and filter. This behavior was not a surprise as web site augmentation was a new
experience and the necessity for extracting data before augmentation could take
place was poorly understood, if understood at all. To fix this problem, the accuracy
of the algorithms must be boosted, subsequent pages must be pre-loaded and pro-
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cessed even before the user clicks "Filter/Sort Items," and the user must be allowed
to make corrections from the augmentation UI.
Sorting operations took very little time and the re-shuffling of items inside the
web page was too fast and subtle to shift the user's attention from the Sifter pane
where she just invoked a sorting command to the web page. The user often had
to double-check the resulting list of items herself To fix this, we can slow down or
animate the changes in the web page. Filtering operations produced more drastic
changes and did not suffer from the same problem.
One subject opened too many browsing control boxes and became confused
as to which field each box corresponded to. He was not able to notice the synchro-
nized highlighting of browsing control boxes and field asterisks. To fix this, we can
color-code the asterisks and the browsing control boxes as well as use a variety of
shapes rather than just asterisks.
Asked to filter for only items published in 2005, some subjects had to manu-
ally find one sample item published in 2005 in order to click on the asterisk next
to its publishing date. Other subjects simply clicked on the asterisk next to any
publishing date. If we are able to derive meaningful field names, this problem will
be resolved.
Five of the 8 subjects interacted with the faded areas of the web pages when
they needed to use the web sites' functionality (e.g., performing a search for 'john
grisham"). The other three subjects either refreshed the web pages or retyped their
URLs. In the future, Sifter's UI can be changed to let users feel more comfort-
able making use of the original web sites' features, knowing the difference between
those original features and the added functionality.
strongly strongly Sitrhd len tou.
disagree I. . ge 9 r  1. is hard to learn how to use.
I li.-.m 9 2. Sifter is tedious to use.
11 ai . 9 3. The filtering and sorting features in Sifter are slow.
.I..-- 9 4. Sifter shows redundant information (easily found on the Web sites).
I Ii. 9 5. After clicking "Continue," I need to wait for a long time before I can use Sifter.
I - 9 6. Sifter is simple to use.
I -ul 9 7. Sifter is powerful (providing advanced features).
1 .I 9 8. Sifter displays interesting information.
.1.I 9 9. Sifter displays useful information.
I * II..- 9 10. Sifter is enjoyable to use.
1 i 9 11. Sifter adds value to the Web sites in this user study.
strongly strongly
disagree I 9 agree 12. I believe Sifter will add value to some other Web sites I have used.
Table 4.2. Results from the exit survey of the formative evaluation show en-
couraging evidence that the Sifter pane is usable (#1, #2, #6) and useful (#8, #9,
#11, #12) even when it is considered to offer advanced functionality (#7).
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One subject-the only one who used Amazon's Advanced Search feature-
asked when she would be able to use Sifter in her own browser. She mentioned that
there were a number of sites she used frequently which did not offer the browsing
functionality that she needed. Another subject said that although he never had to
perform the kinds of task in this study on the Web, he had to perform similar tasks
in spreadsheets.
4.4 Summary
This chapter puts forth ideas in which presentational elements of web pages can
be retained and used in web data extraction toward saving users from the tedious
field labeling task as well as enhancing the usage of the extracted data. Advanced
browsing features can be added right inside the original pages, preserving visual
context and leveraging custom presentational designs on the original pages rather
than downgrading to a generic presentation template.
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As demonstrated in the last chapter, it is feasible today to let casual users with no
programming skills extract data from the text-centric Web for reuse. Such capabil-
ity is already useful for any single web site that does not offer the features that a
casual user needs. More empowering to casual users is the ability to combine data
from several sites to get values that no single site can offer by itself.
Like conventional data extraction tools, conventional data integration tools
have also been built for a different audience than casual users. For a typical conven-
tional data integration task, such as merging huge databases of two institutional li-
braries together to serve the combined data through a new web site, several experts
and programmers are involved to handle different aspects of the task, including
aligning the schemas, cleaning up the data, and then building the web site. Each
tool employed is specialized for one stage of the process and designed to handle
large, complex data sets. In contrast, a casual user might just want to merge two
lists of a few dozens of addresses from two web sites together to plot them on a
common map. There is much less data and the data is much simpler. Power tools
used by experts are too advanced for casual users.
Compared to experts, casual users lack both data modeling skills and program-
ming skills. However, for small, simple data sets, neither skill set may be crucial.
* First, when the data set is small, schemas-useful for efficiently reasoning
about a massive quantity of data in the abstract-are not as useful and can intro-
duce overhead cognitive costs. Instead of having to learn about theoretical concepts
like schemas, casual users can manipulate data instances directly. Visual semantics
are often enough: if the data "looks right" in the user interface, it most probably
has been edited correctly and there is no need to verify the data model.
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Second, instead of using programming to process data, casual users can just
use direct manipulation techniques. For example, two fields can be aligned by drag-
ging and dropping one onto the other.
These ideas have been built into Potluck, a tool that lets casual users-non-
programmers-integrate data all by themselves. This chapter will next describe a
hypothetical usage scenario for Potluck. Using various challenges in that scenario
as motivations, the user interface of Potluck will be explained. Then Potluck's im-
plementation will be detailed. Finally, an evaluation of Potluck is reported.
5.1 Scenario
Before describing the user interface of Potluck, this section motivate it with a sce-
nario that illustrates various idiosyncrasies of data integration. Let us be optimistic
that within a decade, the Semantic Web will be prevalent and RDF data will be
everywhere. Even in this future world, users will still face problems integrating data
from different sources and tools such as Potluck are still needed.
In 2017, a historian named Henry is documenting the first cases of a rare ge-
netic disease called GD726. These first cases occurred in the Valentine family in the
1820s. He wants to include in his final report a genealogical tree of the Valentine
family, annotated with the disease's infliction, as well as a comprehensive table of
the Valentines' data in an appendix.
Like most historians, Henry is not a programmer but he is experienced in
collecting and managing data in his professional work. The proliferation of RDF
means that Henry does not need programming skills to scrape HTML himself: all
the information needed for his research has been converted into RDF by various
independent organizations and individuals, both professionals and enthusiasts.
Henry thinks it would be trivial to simply pool the RDF together and call it done.
Henry tracks down various birth certificate issuing offices and death certifi-
cate issuing offices where the Valentines lived for their RDF data. He notes that
some offices use dc: date in their data to mean "birth date," some to mean "death
date," and some "certificate issuing date." It would be disastrous to consider all the
dc: dates the same even if the same predicate URI is used.
Henry also tracks down hospital records, which contain hospital: tod (short
for "time of death"). Hence, hospital: tod is equivalent to some of the dc: dates.
It would be hard to match hospital: tod with dc: date based on string analysis
alone, yet match for some of the cases only.
The records all have geographical location names, but these names are not
fully qualified. Those responsible for digitizing them thought that since all loca-
tions were within their country, there was no need to include the country name.
As a consequence, Henry needs to append the country name to the many location
names in order to map them.
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People's names are encoded in two different forms: "first-name last-name" in
some data sets and "last-name, first-name" in others. Nick names are also present
(e.g., "Bill" instead of "William", and "Vicky" instead of "Victoria").
The hospital records also pose problems. While most of their admittance dates
are in ISO 8601 format, a few are of the kind "Easter Day 1824." Such sloppiness
has been observed in industrial and institutional databases, and should be expected
on the Semantic Web.
Despite all these problems, there is one good thing about the data: Henry can
reliably get the mother and father of each Valentine through the gen: mother and
gen: father predicates, which seem to be very widely adopted. This helps Henry
construct a genealogical tree visualization.
However, as males and females both have equal chance of passing on GD726,
Henry wants to treat gen: mother and gen: father the same while tracing the
disease through the family. Unfortunately, adding an owl: sameAs equivalence be-
tween those two predicates will break his genealogical tree.
While all parties involved in this scenario acted logically and responsibly, Hen-
ry still ends up with a mess of RDF. To fix up the data, Henry must be able to:
- Merge dc: dates into several groups (the birth dates and the death dates) even
though they all use the same predicate URI. This requires distinguishing the
fields by their origins rather than just by their URIs.
- Merge gen: mother and gen: father together in some situations while keep-
ing them separate in other situations. This precludes the simple approach
of adding owl: sameAs statements in the data model to implement equiva-
lences.
- Edit the data efficiently to unify its syntax.
- Fix up the data iteratively as he learns more and more about the data.
These are the tasks that must be supported by such a tool as Potluck in order for a
casual user such as Henry to be able to integrate data all by himself.
5.2 User Interface
This section describes Potluck's user interface, showing how it addresses the prob-
lems in the scenario above. The reader is encouraged to view this screencast to
understand Potluck's interactivity:
http://people.csail.mit.edu/dfhuynh/research/media/iswc2007/.
Figure 5.1 shows the starting screen of Potluck where the user can paste in
several URLs and click Mix Data. This results in Figure 5.2, which lists data records
from the original web pages. The records are interleaved by origins-the pages
from which they have been extracted-to ensure that some records of each data
set are always visible.
Fields are rendered as field tags: label, position, and title. Field tags are color-
coded to indicate their origins: blue from one source and pink from another in
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Figure 5.1. The starting screen of Potluck. Clicking Mix Data yields the mixed
data in a screen like Figure 2.
Figure 5.2. Three core fields, label, type, and origin, are automatically assigned
to all records and their tags are colored gray. Fields from different origins having
the same name are considered different. For example, while phone means office
phone, pione might mean secretary's phone. Or more dangerously, dc: date in the
scenario (in section 2) has several distinct meanings. These semantic differences,
subtle or significant, might or might not be important to one particular user at
one particular moment in time. Keeping the fields apart rather than automatically
merging them together allows the user to make the decision whether or not to
merge.
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Figure 5.2. Potluck's user interface shows data that has just been mixed together
but not yet processed by the user. Fields are rendered as draggable "field tags,"
color-coded to indicate their origins. There are two drop target areas for creating
columns and facets.
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5.2.1 Creating columns and facets
A field tag can be dragged and dropped onto the gray column to the left (Figure
5.2) to create a new column listing that field, or onto the gray box to the right to
create a facet for filtering by that field. Figure 5.3 shows a newly created column.
A column or facet can be moved by dragging its field tag and dropping the tag
between other columns or facets. Deleting a column or facet (by clicking its )
removes the column or facet from the display but does not delete the correspond-
ing field's data.
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Figure 5.3. Potluck renders a new column to the left when is dropped into
the New Column drop target. Since the second record is not from the same origin
as the dropped field, its cell in that column shows
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5.2.2 Merging fields
A field tag can be dropped onto an existing column or facet in order to make that
column or facet contain data for both the original field and the newly dropped
field. Such an operation creates a mergedfield, whose field tag is rendered as a visual
juxtaposition of the original tags, taking on a pill-shaped form postion te . Figure
5.4 shows several columns and facets of merged fields. Merged field tags can be
dragged and dropped just like elemental field tags can in order to create new col-
umns and facets, or to merge into other existing columns and facets.
Creating a merged field does not disturb the elemental fields. Thus, in the sce-
nario, it would be easy to have gen:mother and gen: father merged together for
one purpose while keeping them separate for another purpose, all at the same time.
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Figure 5.4. A screen shot of Potluck showing several columns and facets of
merged fields. The records' details have been collapsed to make space for the
columns.
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Furthermore, the merging operation is not transitive, so that, say, merging fields
mother and father together (to mean parent) and then mother and grandmother
together (to mean female ancestor) does not force all three fields to be merged
into mother/father/grandmother.
5.2.3 Simultaneous editing
The edit link next to each field value opens up the Simultaneous Editing dialog box
where the values of that field can be edited en masse (Figure 5.5). The concept of
simultaneous editing originated from LAPIS [59], a text editor that displays several
keyboard cursors simultaneously on a text document, generalizes the user's editing
actions at one cursor, and applies them to the text at the rest of the cursors. Based
on the user's mouse clicks, IAPIS guesses how to divide the text document into re-
cords (often into lines or paragraphs) and where the cursors should be placed within
those records (e.g., after the second word of the third sentence in each paragraph).
Whereas LAPIS has to guess what a record is for the purpose of simultaneous edit-
ing, Potluck already has the field values conveniently separate. Potluck groups field
values into columns by structural similarity, e.g., the phone numbers in the second
column all have area code 212. These columns serve to visually separate out values
of different forms, call out outliers (such as "Easter Day 1824" in the scenario), and
let the user edit different forms differently. The user can click on any field value to
give it keyboard focus, and editing changes made to it are applied to other values in
the same column in a similar fashion. The multiple cursors in Figure 5.5 give visual
feedback of the simultaneous editing operations in progress.
If a value appears in several records it is shown in only one entry in the dialog
box. In the scenario, if the nickname "Bill" appears in three records, the user can
617) 253-6437
primary cursor (617 ) 253-1778
(617) 253-6016*
(617 2-3 14 82534437 212 854-181452 2:0 646 72 E3(617) 253-1448 :ssr 212854-5 258-06W5
087 253-01106 212 831-7763 258-78%5 EA0 772-(617)Y 253-8828 21 - 324 22253-828 212 6540 220; 253-050
(617)1 25 -5B76 P-.7 '-8 21233 -402 452-37'
(617 253-5879 60 76302 4*0' 2128543 253-8471
s condary --_---_----
" 17)Y 253-8005 --- _____ __
Figure 5.5. Potluck's Simultaneous Editing dialog box lets the user change sev-
eral similar values simultaneously by editing any one of them. Multiple keyboard
cursors are shown and any editing change to the fbcused value is immediately
reflected in the other values.
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click on its single entry in the dialog box, set the checkbox Edit this value separately
from the others, and change it to "William" to correct all three records.
Simultaneous editing is useful for correcting inconsistencies between data sets
that occur many times, such as prefixing area codes to phone numbers and wrap-
ping existing area codes in parentheses. It is also useful for reformatting a field, such
as changing "first-name last-name" into "last-name, first-name", and for making
a new field out of an existing field, such as extracting building numbers (32) from
within office numbers (32-582).
5.2.4 Faceted browsing
Faceted browsing [77] is a browsing paradigm in which a set of records can be
filtered progressively along several dimensions in any arbitrary order. For example,
a set of recipes can be filtered by picking an ingredient first, a cooking method
second, and a cuisine finally, or by picking a cuisine first, then an ingredient, and a
cooking method finally depending on which order suits the user best. Because the
data Potluck handles is often multidimensional, faceted browsing is useful in Potluck
as it is designed for exploring multidimensional data in flexible, user-controllable
ways. Exploration is needed for identifying and selecting out just the subset of data
that is useful as well as for isolating on records that need cleaning up. All faceted
browsers so far work on single data sets. Potluck extends faceted browsing for the
data integration task in which data arrives from many sources.
If within a facet there are records for which the corresponding field is missing,
the facet explicitly shows a choice for filtering to those records (Figure 5.6). This
visual element, not present in conventional faceted browsing interfaces, also serves
group
13 missing this field
9 algorithms
3 complexity theory
group
4 computation
structures group
Figure 5.6. If inside a facet there are records
for which the corresponding field is missing, the
facet shows m as a choice so that the
user can get to those records.
Note: The data from this origin
has been filtered out comp"etety.
CCNMTL t web ske
MTCSAL Fawty web ste
Figure 5.7. The origin facet does not remove
choices for which there are no records. More-
over, it pops up messages to call the user's atten-
tion to those filtered out origins.
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to remind the user that, if that field is an elemental field instead of a merged field,
the field is not present for records in other data sets.
While working with multiple data sets at the same time, it can be easy to forget
that an elemental field from one data set does not exist in the others. Whenever
a facet choice causes all records from an origin to be filtered out completely, that
origin remains in the origin facet and a message is popped up drawing the user's
attention to it (Figure 5.7).
5.2.5 Visualizations
Potluck currently provides two visualizations: a tabular view and a map view. Figure
5.8 shows the map view in which any field containing street addresses or latitude/
longitude pairs can be dropped onto the map view to plot the records. The map
markers can also be color-coded using drag and drop. Faceted browsing is sup-
ported concurrently so that the user can construct a map while browsing through
the data at the same time.
5.2.6 Miscellany
Potluck provides drop down menus on left clicks as alternatives to drag and drop
in order to increase the likelihood that the user succeeds at finding some way to ac-
complish a task. The browser's Back and Forward buttons can be used to redo and
undo user actions. Like contemporary highly interactive web interfaces, Potluck
also shows the most recently done or undone action and provides a link to undo
or redo it.
5.3 Implementation
Potluck consists of two components: a server-side component implemented as a
Java servlet, responsible for retrieving the data within the Exhibit-embedding web
pages to mix; and a client-side component implemented injavascript on top of the
Exhibit API, responsible for all the user interface interactivity.
Merged fields are implemented as query unions: when the values of a merged
field are requested, the values of each elemental field in that merged field are re-
turned in a single result set. No equivalence is added into the data model so that
merging operations will not be transitive and so that the original elemental fields
can still be used in isolation even after they have been merged.
Simultaneous editing is implemented in Javascript. Each field value is parsed
into a sequence of features. Features are runs of digits, of letters, or of white spac-
es, or individual punctuation marks and symbols. For example, "733-3647" is bro-
ken down into three features: the run of digits "733", the symbol "-", and the run
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5.4 Evaluation
A user study on Potluck has been conducted to ascertain whether people could
learn how to use Potluck as well as to discover usability problems. Another purpose
was to observe how people use Potluck in an open-ended task using their own
judgement about which fields to merge and edit, and how to display them, so as to
determine if casual users could actually perform data integration themselves.
5.4.1 Design and Procedure
This study consists of two tasks: a structured task during which the subjects per-
formed simple steps to familiarize themselves with Potluck, and an unstructured
task during which the subjects performed an open ended task based on the skills
they had just acquired.
In Task #1, subjects browsed two web pages containing information about
92 people in a lab and 33 people in another lab, and answered questions about
these people in ways that required the pages' faceted browsing features (e.g., "how
many people are in the Gates tower?"). This warm-up exercise let the subjects
learn about the data and about faceted browsing. Then the subjects were asked to
use Potluck to mix the data in those web pages and to achieve the following goals
(quoted almost verbatim from the study's instructions):
- create a column listing the buildings where people work and make sure the col-
umn is filled in with information for people from both labs;
- create a column listing people's phone numbers and edit them to have the form
(xxx) xxx-xxxx, using 617 for phone numbers without area code;
- create a column listing people's job titles;
- create a facet of people's job titles, use it to filter for people in directing positions
(directors and co-directors), and determine how many such people there are in
each lab; and
- create a column of people's last names and sort it in ascending order.
These instructions were not worded in low-level details (e.g., click this button) so to
allow the subjects the opportunities to learn how to use Potluck's user interface by
themselves and to allow us the chance to discover usability problems.
In Task #2, the subjects were asked to use Potluck to mix data from two Ex-
hibit-powered web pages of 40 + 55 publications and then mock up a single web
page where hypothetical visitors could conveniently sort and filter through all of
those publications as if the data came from a single source. The subjects were left to
their own discretion to decide which columns and facets to create, although some
examples were given in case the subjects were not familiar with the domain.
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5.4.2 Participants and Apparatus
Six subjects (2 male, 4 female) from a university community were recruited by
sending an e-mail message to a mailing list and posting paper ads around our col-
lege campus. Four were younger than 30, and two older than 30. They were two
students (mechanical engineering and computer science), two researchers (applied
math and brain and cognitive science), a lawyer, and an applied math consultant.
Five subjects (1 male, 4 female) were also recruited from a local campus' librar-
ies, who worked with data in their daily job. Two were in their 20s, one 30s, and
two 40s. There was a desire to observe if librarians, who have more experience
working with data, would use Potluck differently.
There were a total of I1 subjects, referred to as G 1 to G6 from the general
university population and L 1 to L5 from the libraries. All browsed the Web at least
a few times a day and used Firefox as one of their primary browsers.
Subjects received $10 each for participating in a 30 - 45 minute study session.
All sessions were conducted by one investigator on a single computer (Pentium 4
2.53GHz, 1.00GB) with an 18" LCD flat panel at 1600X 1200 resolution in 32-bit
color and a Dell two-button mouse with wheel, running Microsoft Windows XP.
The study facilitator observed the subjects and took written notes.
5.4.3 Results
All subjects were able to learn Potluck's user interface with little guidance and to
complete the user study's tasks within 45 minutes. We now report the results in
more details and point out usability issues to address in the future.
5.4.3.1 Columns
Nine subjects out of I1 used only drag and drop to create columns. This indicates
that the relevant visual cues were sufficiently strong. One of the other two subjects,
G5, used the Create Column menu command at first but adopted drag and drop
later. LI used only the menu command.
G5 and L5 had difficulty understanding that dragging a field tag to create a
column automatically filled up the whole column with data wherever the field was
available. They continued to drag the same field tag out again and again for each
row, paying no attention to the data already shown in the column. The drag feed-
back can be improved to better indicate that the whole field is being dragged, such
as showing ghosted images of several field values near the mouse pointer.
All except one subject merged columns using drag and drop; G2 used the
corresponding menu command. G3 and G4 expected the phone fields from both
sources in Task #Il to be merged automatically. Potluck can be made to suggest
such merging if the field names match precisely.
Most subjects merged position and title together into one column, but one
subject also included group to more fully qualify position. This was because most
title values were more specific than most position values (e.g., "Codirector of
Marketing" vs. "professor"). This operation was actually not what the subject in-
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tended (as he verbalized): the operation performed a set union of two fields instead
of a string concatenation. But as Potluck rendered the group value after the posi-
tion value for each record (e.g., "professor, computer architecture"), the visual out-
come looked right and the subject was contented. However, sorting on this merged
field would produce random orders and a facet created out of this merged field
would list the group and position values separately, not paired together. Potluck
should support string concatenation and suggest it as an alternative to merging
whenever the two fields involved come from the same source. Note that in the
scenario in section 2, concatenation is probably not the desired choice when the
gen: mother field is dropped onto the gen: father field even though both come
from the same source. This is why heuristics should only be used to make sugges-
tions, not to automate.
5.4.3.2 Facets
All subjects used drag and drop to create facets. Two subjects initially created fac-
ets using the corresponding menu command, but they discovered the drag and
drop alternative and did not revert to the menu. Merging facets was done solely
using drag and drop. Note that the field tags on facets do not offer any menu (an
oversight in our implementation); only field tags in the details column and in the
column headers support menus.
Some subjects tended to drag already merged field tags from columns to cre-
ate facets while the others dragged elemental field tags from the Details column to
create merged facets. The latter behavior forced the user to re-merge fields she has
already merged; this is both inefficient and error-prone as some subjects did forget
to re-merge fields. Potluck should have automatically suggested or defaulted to the
merged field whenever an elemental field that has been merged is used.
G4 did not initially merge facets in Task #1 to filter for people in directing po-
sitions. Instead, he created two facets, position and title, from the two sources
separately and used to achieve the goal. In either facet, he selected
directing positions as well as so that records in the other source were
not excluded. This required on his part deeper understanding of how faceted
browsing worked. When asked to achieve the goal without using - f: : , he
discovered that he could merge facets.
5.4.3.3 Simultaneous editing
All subjects were able to edit several phone numbers using the simultaneous edit-
ing feature. G 1 anticipated this feature even before clicking edit, asking out loud,
"can I edit them all together?" She later used the feature to delete first names from
people's full names to get a field of last names. This action properly utilized the
simultaneous editing feature's power but destroyed data (the first names). Potluck
can be made to alert the user of this loss and offer a convenient way to apply the
edit on a copy of the original field instead.
G4 tried to move the leading 'A" from publication titles to the end (e.g., "Tale
of Two Cities, A') using simultaneous editing (a reasonable goal) but the facilitator
explained that the feature did not support that case. L2 and G6 tried to swap first
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names and last names so that publications could be sorted by their authors' last
names. L2 selected a last name in the simultaneous editing dialog box and dragged
it to the front of the corresponding first name; unfortunately, a bug prevented this
from working. G6 used keyboard shortcuts for cut-and-paste and succeeded. These
subjects' actions indicated some intuitiveness in using cut-and-paste and drag-and-
drop for simultaneous editing.
G3 expressed that she did not want to see all phone numbers in the simulta-
neous editing dialog box but only their templates. G5 and L3 edited only the first
group of phone numbers, and L4 edited only the first and third groups, neglecting
the groups that were not scrolled into view. To avoid such oversight, which pieces
of data an edit does and does not affect must be made apparent.
5.4.3.4 Librarians vs. general subjects
Among the five librarians, four were catalogers (who characterize physical artifacts
such as books and enter their metadata into databases), and one was a programmer
responsible for integrating large data sets. While the catalogers showed no signifi-
cant difference with the general subjects in their use of Potluck, the programmer,
L1, was clearly an outlier: he created 10 columns and 7 facets in total. He was very
excited about the user interface of Potluck and described his data integration work,
consisting of manual data entry and Perl scripting, to be tedious and painful.
G6, who also needed programming skills to deal with some data for his work,
expressed equal enthusiasm for Potluck. He used simultaneous editing to swap first
name and last name. Thus, while there was no noticeable difference between the
subjects from the general population and the librarians, who purportedly work
with data and metadata on a daily basis, there was a difference between program-
mers and non-programmers in how much they appreciated Potluck. Programmers,
who have encountered difficulties in dealing with data even with their program-
ming skills, appreciated Potluck more. Non-programmers accomplished the tasks
in the study equally well, but were not equally excited perhaps because there was
not enough reusable data on the Web for them to feel the need to integrate data
themselves. However, when there will be more reusable data in the future, Potluck
will level the playing field for non-programmers, making them as effective as pro-
grammers for the task of integrating data.
5.5 Summary
This chapter presented several techniques embodied in a tool called Potluck for
letting for casual users-those without programming skills and data modeling ex-
pertise-integrate data by themselves and obtain usefulness from the integrated
data. Potluck is novel in its use of drag and drop for merging fields, its integration
and extension of the faceted browsing paradigm for focusing on subsets of data to
align, and its application of the simultaneous editing technique for cleaning up data
syntactically Potluck lets the user construct rich visualizations of data in-place as
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the user aligns and cleans up the data. This iterative process of integrating the data
while constructing useful visualizations is desirable when the user is unfamiliar with
the data at the beginning-a common case-and wishes to get immediate value
out of the data without having to spend the overhead of completely and perfectly
integrating the data first. A user study on Potluck indicated that it was usable and
learnable, and even solicited excitement from programmers who had experienced
great difficulties in integrating data even with their programming skills.
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In this thesis I set out to explore user interfaces for supporting data-centric interac-
tions on today's Web. In doing so, I have shown that such data-centric interactions
are useful to and feasible for casual users, and usable tools can be built to support
such interactions by gearing for small, simple data sets and common casual needs.
This thesis makes the following contributions:
- First, this thesis combines a simple graph-based data model with simple
extensions of the HTML syntax in order to let casual users-those without
programming skills-publish web pages offering advanced browsing features
and rich visualizations.
- Second, this thesis shows that the cost of using web data extraction technolo-
gies can be lowered for casual users by retaining presentation elements from
the original web pages. These elements preserve visual context and visual
semantics so that direct manipulation techniques can be applied to augment
the original pages with more features without requiring users to label fields
in the extracted data.
" Third, this thesis proposes that for simple data sets, direct manipulation tech-
niques can be used to let casual users integrate data and construct rich visu-
alizations from it without any need for programming.
" Finally, by letting casual users publish data to the Web in browsable form,
extract and reuse data from the Web, and integrate data from several sources
without any need for programming, this thesis demonstrates that data-cen-
tric interactions can be offered to casual users on today's Web without having
to wait for a semantic web.
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This chapter continues with possible future directions from this line of inves-
tigation and concludes with a discussion on larger contexts surrounding my re-
search.
6.1 Future Work
This section proposes future work items organized by the three core aspects of the
thesis. At the end, it draws together all three aspects and proposes a way to build a
data-centric browser for interacting with the future data-centric Web.
6.1.1 Publishing Data
Small-time publishers already benefit just to be able to publish 1,000 items using
Exhibit. However, over time, they might develop sophistication in their publishing
needs, wanting to go beyond that limit. A smooth transition path from 1,000 items
to tens of thousands of items is required to migrate this class of users.
Small-time publishers will also demand easier editing interfaces. While HTML
was good enough to bootstrap the Web, it was not until the arrival of blogs and
wikis that user content exploded. Various user interface ideas in Potluck can be
moved into Exhibit so that publishers can edit their data and their exhibit layouts
directly within the browser using direct manipulations.
Users of exhibits will also want more control over Exhibit. If an exhibit is
not configured in the way that best serves a user, such as not showing a map view,
the user will benefit from being able to reconfigure the exhibit in-place, adding a
map view. Again, Potluck's direct manipulation techniques can be adapted for this
purpose.
Another future direction can explore the benefits of embedding Exhibit in
online scientific publications. Currently, scientific papers are published as PDF files
and the data graphics they contain are just static images. If these papers were in-
stead published as web pages that embed Exhibit, their data graphics can be inter-
active and their data can easily be reused by their readers. Some technologies are
needed to migrate the class of scientific publishing users from their conventional
PDF publishing process over to data-centric web publishing.
If the use of Exhibit proliferates, and there are millions of data-rich web pages
created by casual users, search engines should be adapted to leverage the data
within these pages, providing search capabilities that go beyond keyword queries.
6.1.2 Extracting Data
Sifter lowers the cost to using web data extraction technologies by retaining much
of the original presentation. But more can still be retained. For example, if used
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prices are shown in a gray, stroke out typeface on the original web page, the brows-
ing control box for used prices should also use that same typeface to display its facet
values. This will strengthen the connection between a browsing control box the
corresponding field values in the items.
The augmentation interface can be moved earlier in the process. For example,
even before extraction, Sifter can let the user right-click on any part of the web
page and invoke a sorting or filtering command, which would then trigger the
extraction process and show the browsing control box for the corresponding field.
The extraction over subsequent pages can also be done incrementally. That is, the
augmentation interface can be shown right away and the extraction process updates
it gradually as more and more pages are scraped. This change in the workflow lets
the user invoke the desired feature earlier and start to get the results earlier.
Sifter should also let the user cancel the incremental extraction process or
make correction at any point in time. Correction may involve, for example, split-
ting a field into several fields, merging several fields into one, and changing the
value type of a field.
6.1.3 Integrating Data
The idea of retaining original presentation can be carried over from Sifter into
Potluck so that the user will not be faced with raw data at the beginning. Research is
needed on how to compose the presentations from different sources. For example,
if one original site offers only a map view, and another offers only a timeline view,
what should Potluck show at the beginning? While an obvious answer would be
to juxtapose the views, as the views remain separate, this solution might actually
discourage the user from trying to mix the data together.
Once a user has integrated data from some sources and constructed visualiza-
tions for that data, the actions she took to align the data, to fix it up syntactically,
and to construct the visualizations can be stored and used to make suggestions to
other users who want to deal with the same sources.
6.1.4 Toward a Data-Centric Browser
As there is more and more data in reusable forms on the Web, casual users will
encounter it more often and their use of the data will increase in frequency and
in sophistication. Where casual users meet the Web-the web browser-will need
to catch up. Designed for the text-centric Web for viewing hypertext documents,
the contemporary browser may no longer be suitable for the data-centric Web. A
data-centric browser is needed to address casual users' needs in interacting with a
future data-centric Web.
One of the Web's greatest strengths is in its generality. Documents on any topic
can be published to the Web and viewed and interacted with in any web browser.
Each web browser provides a set of basic, generic features that are sufficiently use-
ful for browsing anywhere on the Web. Similarly, every data-centric web browser
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should provide some set of basic, generic features sufficiently useful for interacting
with any data encountered on the data-centric Web.
The chief advantage of a data-centric Web over a text-centric Web is the pos-
sibility of repurposing data-using it in ways different from how it was originally
intended to be used. In order to repurpose data you must first be able to retrieve it,
which might involve screen scraping for web pages that have not become data-
centric. Then, as shown in the previous two chapters, repurposing data involves
browsing through it in ways not supported at the original sites, merging data from
several sites together, editing the data to clean it up and unify it syntactically, and
visualizing it in novel ways.
Repurposing data yields new data that is worth saving. Even original data can
be worth saving, just like some web pages are worth bookmarking to some users.
Once there is support for saving data, there is a need to interact with the saved data
in the long term. This involves browsing and searching through the data later, which
might warrant organizing it earlier on.
Finally, an ultimate goal for data collecting and repurposing might be publishing
it back into the Web.
Thus, a data-centric browser should support the following features:
- retrieve data from any web source;
- merge data from several sources;
- edit data efficiently;
- visualize data in many ways;
- browse/search through data;
- save data permanently;
- organize data;
- publish data expressively.
The various components in this thesis provide answers to how these features
can be supported. More research is needed to fit them all together into a coher-
ent whole and provide a seamless experience for moving data out of and into the
Web.
6.2 Discussion
Now at the end of the thesis, let me venture outside the realm of computer science
into the larger social, political, and economic contexts surrounding the idea of a
data-centric Web.
6.2.1 Data Publishing as Empowerment
The diversity of interests on the Web brings big profits to online retailers. On
Amazon, there are hundreds of thousands of unpopular books, each selling only a
few to a few hundred copies, whose combined profit rivals that of the few hundred
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books that sell millions of copies. This observation is explored in "The Long Tail"
[40].
If we rank the various kinds of information that people want to publish on the
Web by their popularity, we should also get a long tail (Figure 6.1): a few dozens
of readily recalled kinds of information such as consumer products, news articles,
events, locations, photos, videos, music, and software projects populate the massive
head of the curve while hundreds of thousands of unpopular topics, such as sugar
package collection and lock picking, spread thinly over the long tail. Clustering
search engines such as clusty.com show dozens of sites of each unpopular topic.
Wikipedia's several thousand categories and DMoz's half a million categories show
how long the tail is.
Blogs have made publishing text articles even easier than writing HTML docu-
ments from scratch. Wikis let small to large communities collaboratively grow and
maintain reasonably-sized web sites of text articles. Multimedia publishing services
like Flickr and YouTube, complemented by the arrival of affordable consumer
cameras, also add to the publishing power of the mass population. These publish-
ing venues are now widely adopted and highly appreciated for giving the mass
population text-based and multimedia publishing power rivaling large, profession-
al, well-funded organizations. Wikipedia has grown large enough to be compared
against Encyclopedia Britannica [49]. "Citizen journalism" [2] can deliver news
faster and from more angles than news networks.
As blogs, wikis, and other publishing mechanisms spread, they become com-
monplace. A well-styled web site is now the baseline-the least to be expected. It
sparks no surprise nor delight, and does not carry any authority just by its look. To
set itself apart, a web site must differentiate against other sites by other factors, such
as the expensive features that it can afford or the perceived objectivity in which it
communicates its view. For example, to report a presidential election, a web site
might show a map plotting per-state support for each political party, and a timeline
coupled with the map to show how such support has changed over time. The site
might even make accessible the data that fuels the map and the timeline so that
head:
- consumer products + reviews
- news articles
- locations + events
photos + music + videos
- software projects tail:
- sugar packet collection
- lock picking
- breakffast Cerea 1 ch aracters
- itinerary of King John (12th century)
-Fore Cemetery burial chronology
information domains
Figure 6.1. The Long Tail of Information Domains.
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its visitors can double-check the validity of its visualizations. In doing so, the site
builds its public image of being objective and open.
In my research, Sifter and Potluck, which allow casual users to repurpose and
mix data from the Web, can be seen as anticipation of such a future of data-rich
web sites. To complement, Exhibit gives the mass population ammunition to com-
pete against large content providers as the two sides co-evolve toward that future.
6.2.2 The Data Market
The motivations for publishing data mentioned in the previous section are based
on competition. Publishing data accessorizes one's web site and sets it apart from
the rest. Reputation can be accumulated if one's data is reused for some grand
purposes or by some reputable parties. If quality of data is a competitive advan-
tage-a reasonable assumption-then competition among publishers will drive
data quality upward. Perhaps economic theories can be applied to set the desirable
conditions that drive this data market to produce the desired data in the end.
If there will indeed be a market in which data is traded for reputation or sold
for money as small-time publishers try to differentiate among themselves, new in-
dustries will spring up to support their needs. Software and services for collecting,
editing, managing, and hosting data are in demand. Data needs to be verified and
certified by independent parties. Licenses are required to facilitate reuse. The right
tools and services produced by these industries can help develop the market.
There is already some infrastructure for and evidence of such a market. For
example, online consumer-oriented database and spreadsheet services like Dab-
bleDB [5] let people collect and share data. Many Eyes [16] and Swivel [35] let
people construct data visualizations. Sense.us [52] lets people collaboratively scru-
tinize data visualizations, pointing out anomalies and explaining trends. The Sci-
ence Commons [29] are working on licenses for scientific data.
6.2.3 Data as Common Goods
Building such a data-rich Web has long been advocated by the Semantic Web proj-
ect. Semantic Web researchers initially appealed to the vision in which software
agents could harvest information on the Web and perform information-centric
tasks on behalf of people. For that vision to work, the Semantic Web must be suf-
ficiently complete and coherent such that software agents have adequate and reli-
able data to work on. This strategy requires people to believe in the vision and then
to cooperate to build the Semantic Web for the benefits of all humanity in the fu-
ture. As there is no immediate benefit but much initial labor required, this strategy
mostly appeals to and brings together far-thinking, altruistic individuals. However,
if the labor required is small enough and the vision very appealing, this strategy
might even appeal to the mass population, as in many cases where crowdsourcing [3]
does work. For example, there have been efforts by Google and OpenStreetMap to
let web users edit street maps for countries in which street maps cannot be obtained
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from the government. FreeBase [8] intends to let web users build a global database
equivalent to Wikipedia.
We can also imagine smaller efforts in which geographically small communi-
ties collaborate to maintain databases of their resources for emergency purposes.
Semantic MediaWiki [73] might be a good starting point toward this end. When a
natural disaster strikes, it is desirable to get a big picture of the situation as quickly
as possible. How many adults, children, elders, and physically disabled are in the
disaster zone? How many vehicles are available? Does anyone own a boat if the
disaster is a flood? Where do the doctors and nurses live? Where do mechanical
engineers and electricians live? Which buildings are most likely still standing and
capable of housing a certain number of people? Survivors can even help to collect
data on the fly wherever they are. People outside the disaster zone can help orga-
nize and analyze the collected data.
Even before disasters strike, these community-maintained databases can be an-
onymized and pooled together to give a big picture of the whole country. Through
incentive schemes, the population can be redistributed so that each region within
the country can be as autonomous as possible, having all the skills and resources
needed for disaster response.
6.2.4 Data as Culture
To engage the mass population for the purpose of building a data Web, usable
technologies may not be enough. Various media machineries might need to be
called upon to spread the meme of data appreciation to every corner of society.
Television shows such as "CSI: Crime Scene Investigation", which show unre-
alistic scientific capabilities and romanticize crime scene evidence in rich visualiza-
tions, have raised real-world expectations of forensic science [4]. More students
are enrolling in forensic science programs recently. A similar means can be used to
increase the public's expectation for the availability of data that helps during crises.
Such expectation might in turn increase the public's willingness to contribute to the
community-maintained databases suggested previously.
The seed of appreciation for data can also be sown early in grade school edu-
cation. Young children can be given tools and instructions for experimenting with
data so to develop skills and tastes for data. Just as science kits are sold to pique
children's interests in science and give them hands-on experience with scientific
experiments at an early age, "data kits" can also be made available to children.
What would it be like to live and grow up in a data-rich society? Would it be
different from the information-rich society in which we are currently living? We are
already facing the information overload problem. Would it not be worse to be
overloaded with raw data? These questions remain in the realm of media studies,
beyond the scope of this thesis.
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